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2015 Judges Comments 

 
Category 6: Public and Private Charitable Establishments 
 

 

Abbeydale Residential Home      Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

A warm welcome greeted us at Abbeydale Nursing Home in Ilkley. Proprietor, Bob Day 

was our host and tour guide for our visit. The home is surrounded with well-maintained 

flower borders, manicured lawns to an extremely high standard presenting a stunning 

display.  An array of over 5,000 bedding plants consisting of begonias, petunias and 

fuchsias packed the borders with colour.  The theme of using double-flowering orange 

begonias was extended onto the top and bottom terraces in planters and hay racks.   The 

gardens are a credit to all the staff who were passionate and committed to their work. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The quality of the floral displays, hay racks and planters is of an extremely high standard. 

All the plants had been dead-headed and there wasn't a weed in sight. The lawns were 

immaculate in condition and maintenance and are a real credit to Tim, the Head Gardener.  

The planting, especially for the Top Terrace is well thought out with a scented rose garden 

and different varieties of sweet peas, in a well-used seating area for the residents. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

It is very difficult to find improvement, in a horticultural capacity because the lawns and 

floral displays were immaculate. We do suggest that a designated area for re-cycling 

would be useful. So in the future leaf mould could be added as a mulch to the shrub 

borders especially at the entrance. Also the introduction of water butts on the terraced 

areas to help with the watering system for the planters and hay racks sited there.  
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Airedale General Hospital          Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The extensive grounds of Airedale Hospital are well maintained but the maintenance staff 

have been drastically reduced from eight to three which has put major pressures on the 

upkeep of the hospitals extensive grounds. Gardeners are well supported by the friends of 

Airedale Hospital who have over 360 volunteers who do various work within the hospital 

itself. This is a major site which is well maintained but gardeners do need support to keep 

it that way. A very good effort given by gardeners and friends.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

West entrance very floral and inviting to visitors. If funding allowed should be carried out at 

other entrances around hospital.  Butterfly garden (dementia friendly garden) developing 

well. Good choice of plants and designs around garden which needs developing further.  

Well landscaped grounds which change all the time due to pressures on land and the 

development of the hospital.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Look at the site and reduce some shrub planted areas to assist the reduced numbers of 

gardeners.  Planters at entrances need to be refreshed with herbs or herbaceous plants to 

bring colour to these areas of the hospital.  Develop butterfly garden further with more 

planting. (on going).  Bring in voluntary groups Community pay back, banks/building 

society’s to carry out horticultural projects to assist existing gardeners. E.g. clearing old 

pond area, reduce shrub beds etc.  Aim to stop vehicles parking on grass areas, both 

public and staff,  

 

 

All Saints Church Barwick      Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

All Saints Church situated on the Main Street is a listed building, with extensive grounds 

wrapping round the church. The overall impact was excellent with a lot of thought given to 

the planting. The wonderful planted half-moon raised beds at the entrance to the Church 

wetted the floral appetite eager to see what desert was waiting through the gates. The 

accomplishments that the well organised team of volunteers have attained throughout the 

whole of the grounds are to be applauded. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The grass cutting around the site was of a very high standard keeping the grassed areas 

immaculate.   The well maintained beds along the side of the church were good quality 

with a good combination of bedding and sustainable planting, and the ferns thriving in a 

shady corner. The Hawthorn bed had a good selection of plants with the wildlife area 

behind containing seed feeders, bug dwelling and pruning’s being left making a large twig 
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pile for insects and small mammals. Liked the Laurel bed using the fallen tombstones as a 

boundary wall.  There were plenty of seating all maintained to a high standard, plastic 

matting had been laid on the slope leading down to the far cemetery which was good 

considerate for the safety of visitors, and tree management is being addressed.  The 

fundraising to purchase the upgraded lawn mower, which will be repeated for the 

acquisition of more equipment.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The raised Poppy bed has been problematic and moving it to a more optimum area would 

be advantageous. Continue to review the wildflower area getting the right seed mix.  

Continue to improve the clay soil in the Laurel bed and increase the planting, perhaps by 

division of existing plants that have thrived or suggest looking at rhs.org.uk website for 

suitable plants.  Consider relocating one or two of the benches in the far cemetery from 

underneath the trees positioning to more open site and suggest having a composting area 

for the garden waste. 

 

 

Audley Court Estates Ltd, Hampsthwaite       Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Hollins Hall retirement village in Harrogate is set in 14 acres of landscaped gardens on the 

edge of the Yorkshire Dales, and the Hall is an imposing example of a late Georgian 

manor house. Once the home of the famous Tetley family, Hollins Hall is now the hub of a 

thriving community, just five minutes’ drive from Harrogate town centre.  Audley Court first 

opened its doors in 2000 and alongside the Hall, there are 70 properties comprising 

apartments, bungalows or cottages.  The gardens of the Hall are maintained by one 

gardener and a part time a volunteer and they also assist with the residents’ gardens and 

try their best to accommodate all their horticultural desires and expectations. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The reception area is welcoming with bright wooden planters with standard fuchsias and 

petunias with a fountain and a bronze statue, designed, made and donated by a previous 

resident, adding an air of quiet tranquillity at the entrance.  Although the subsoil is poor, 

plants, particularly the roses, are thriving as a result of good preparation of the beds and 

specimen planting.  The pond is home to great crested newts, 66 at the last count, and to 

a moorhen with her chicks.  The residents’ gardens have a wide variety of styles and 

provision has been made for allotment sites for those who are keen to grow their own fruit 

or vegetables. Many of the plants are propagated and shared among the gardens of less 

able bodied residents.  

Wild flower areas and the provision of natural habitat have insured that the resident bird 

population has increased from a low base to 50 different species. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The lawn on the patio area at the rear of reception is not thriving and difficult to mow, 

consider redesigning the area by paving or planting shade loving plants such as hostas 
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and ferns.  Seek professional advice on maintaining and adapting the pond to maximise on 

its wildlife potential and on the future management the old fruit trees in the orchard.   Plans 

are in place to replace some of the paths in front of the Hall. 

Further promote their success in Yorkshire in Bloom on the website and in their leaflets. 

 

 

 

Barnsley Hospice   Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The minute you turn in to the entrance to the hospice you are greeted with floral colour in 

the form of hanging baskets and containers which lead visitors to the main building 

entrance. The quietness of the surround area provides peace and tranquillity. The Hanging 

baskets and planter are looked after by a team of eight strong volunteers who dedicate 

their time in making the ground look stunning with a huge range of flowers, shrubs and 

trees around every corner of this very tight site. 

The use of running water and birds singing with very little background noise added to the 

experience The maintenance quality of the site was exceptional and a credit to all 

involved. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The hanging baskets and containers looked stunning in full bloom all around the site. The 

volunteers had carefully blended in sustainable colourful plants in the shrub beds and had 

started selective thinning to control shrub dominance of the boarders. 

Bird boxes and feeders encouraged wild life to the site. It was good to see a green waste 

recycling scheme with a number of compost bins. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Plans for the new extension garden had been produced following a large amount of 

consultation with staff and supporters and funding is now in place to start the new garden 

this autumn. This new feature will provide further out door space for patients. The new 

garden will provide more opportunities to increase the range of plant material and provide 

year round colour and interest throughout the seasons. 

 

 

Barwick Methodist Chapel, Leeds           Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

They say the best things come in small packages and this entry was no exception. The 

Chapel is a good community resource and well-used. The volunteers who take care of this 

area are to be commended for keeping this space immaculate, a real jewel in the crown – 

well done. 
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Areas of Achievement 

 

What a delight walking to the main door with the stunning show of begonias in the two 

sloping beds, the colourful fuchsias gave height at the back of the border, the four planters 

were packed with a good selection of plants and liked the use trailing Bacopa which 

softened the edges. The wooden troughs were well positioned and complimented the 

chapel architecture, linking in with the two larger stone troughs all painted to a high 

standard. The shrub border along the side was well maintained with a planned programme 

in place for pruning and cutting back. 

 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

To keep on-going communication re the trimming back of the Yew tree would be 

beneficial.  

 

 

Case Training Services, Hull            Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The two allotment plots gave the Case Training Service a great resource to provide their 

training client with a range of skill and work experience. It was great to see the enthusiasm 

of Mark Smith the Grow supervisor and staff who have turned a derelict allotment area in 

to a living class room of features and plants providing colour and habitats for wildlife and 

nature.  

 

A great deal of care and thought had gone in to developing the area in order to provide a 

wide range of training opportunities and all year round interest on the site. The quality and 

mix of plants and vegetables were very good and demonstrated the hard work which had 

taken place on this project.  Well done to all involved.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The diversity of features using a wide range of recycled materials. 

The range of plants and vegetables growing on the two sites. 

The creation of different seating areas and landscaped features for clients.  

The ploytunnel and sheds to provide shelter during autumn and winter sessions. 

The work they are doing for others on the site and the local community.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The Hull City of Culture will offer opportunities for the scheme to get involved in the cities 

events programme with an open day or plant event.  Possible links with the university with 

the Medicinal plants and herbs. Further expansion of the area of land to offer new skills 

and future plant sales to help with sustainability.  
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Donisthorpe Hall, Leeds                 Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

A large 182 bed residential /nursing/EMI home on the outskirts of Leeds, set in 6 acres is a 

haven of tranquillity. Having a well cared for and colourful entrance leading into a 

woodland carpark gives a feeling of peace from the start. .It is a credit to the head 

gardener and the backup of the management. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Good impact at the entrance and an interesting layout giving a wide variety of seating 

areas. Exceptionally well maintained arches, trellises, seating and planters. It is obvious 

the management give support and residents are involved with decisions, even to the 

extent of lowering shrubberies near windows. There is a lovely and slightly quirky wild life 

corner, birds are encouraged with feeders. Composting and mulching is extensive.  

 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The new planting and clearing of the woodland/carpark is being given careful 

consideration and all trees have been chosen with much attention.  Rose pruning of many 

memorial rose bushes in the Autumn with a more severe regeneration style of pruning will 

strengthen the stock and give a better show of roses next year. There are plans to develop 

a Senses garden at the rear and this will definitely help this entry to achieve more and to 

move forward in the competition 

 

 

Field Court, Methodist Housing Association, York      Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The property at Field Court, Heworth comprises 30 purpose built apartments for single or 

double occupancy. The property is surrounded on all sides by lawns and 

borders/walkways. These give great pleasure to a number of the residents and are well 

maintained and full of vibrant colours.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The floral displays are excellent with many planters maintained by residents. The range of 

plants in tubs/baskets is again excellent with begonias, dahlias, pelargoniums etc. giving 

much colour. Relatively high maintenance but this gives the opportunity for residents to be 

involved in their own small part of the garden. All were well maintained and all borders 

weed free.  

 

The work by Flora, Liz and David and their enthusiasm is to be commended. All paths, 

hedges etc., also well maintained. On the wild life side there are insect houses, bird 

feeders, hedgehog house and nectar feeders for butterflies and bird baths are regularly 
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replenished. Water is collected to rain water barrels. There is a good mix of climbing plants 

on the wall alongside the long border and herb pots give variety to container planting. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The purchase of a shredder will now give opportunity for in house compost to be used on 

the borders. The wild garden should continue to mature over the next 12 months. 

 

 

Friends of Western Library, Hull     Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The newly refurbished old library building which is steeped in local history provided an 

opportunity to develop a community garden and provide added features for the library and 

local community. The development of the friends of western library being the catalyst to 

deliver and enhance the project and provide some long term sustainability for the project.  

It was good to see that the master plan for the garden had been adapted by the group to 

develop unique features for added interest and to stamp some local identity. The fencing 

and gates were a great local design and feature for the area this coupled with the range 

and diversity of plant material provided a perfect place to compliment the library services 

for the area.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The great local partnership of the Library service, Steetwize, FLO and ground work. 

The recycling initiatives and development of a bottled green house. 

The involvement of local children within the community. 

The permaculture trial 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Look to introduce additional specialist herbs to the planting scheme to add further interest 

and link in to a locally delivered cooking sessions. 

Extend links with local schools through walk to read schemes as the garden would make a 

great seating for outdoor reading. 

Add further troughs and containers for additional colour. 

Look to develop a plant sale once per year for the local community. 

 

 

Grimston Court, York                Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The home has been developed in an historic house, set in 9 acres of grounds which 

contain many fine mature trees which screen it from the adjacent traffic. The grounds are 

maintained by just one gardener, employed two days a week. 
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Areas of Achievement 

 

Some very attractive formal bedding areas near the main entrance, the remainder of the 

site is then mainly informal grass leading to the mature trees. Nearer to the house are 

shrubberies and hedges, which are a haven for nesting birds. Car parking in such 

situations is often a problem, but here it is not really intrusive. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The lower shrubbery would benefit from some modifying to both reduce maintenance and 

to enhance its appearance. 

 

 

High Green Methodist Church, Sheffield      Gold Award     Category Winner 

 

Introduction 

 

The beauty of High Green Methodist Church grounds is such that passers-by stop in their 

tracks to take in the colour and diversity of the gardens. The first thing to strike you is the 

colourful bed outside the main door of the church depicting the Chi Rho an ancient 

Christian symbol planted out in summer bedding plants. The blue Heliotrope and orange 

Marigolds made a stunning combination of colour, in spring this display changes to a cross 

formed by daffodil flowers planted earlier. 

 

The mature lavender border to the left of the path was in full bloom at the time of judging 

and was awash with bees. Down the side of the church are many different combinations of 

plants growing in harmony with one another. The whole garden was a delight to look 

round. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Hours of dedication and hard work have been spent in the church grounds, new plants are 

being introduced all the time and divided for use in the rest of the garden. A horizontal 

trained Pyracantha is now around 2 meters high and full of berry.  

A Freemontedendron with its yellow flowers is growing happily on a sheltered part of the 

church wall, and an alpine trough made from hypa tuffa blends in with its surroundings a 

planted chimneypot looks good in its current position. Further along in the rest of the 

garden many types of Tomato are growing well outside along with all types of salad and 

vegetable crops. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

There isn’t much room in the garden for many more plants but consider planting some 

Corsican Mint in the gap made for planting on one of the new steps, this will give a 

pleasant fragrance when walked on.  Continue to make plans to re plant the lavender 

down the side of the path as the present plants are getting on in years.   

 

The dedication and plantsmanship shown by the 2 people who look after the church 

grounds shines through in their gardening. Keep up the very good work. 
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Hive, Shipley                   Silver Award 

 

Introduction 

 

HIVE is a community arts charity which has been delivering creative activities to 

communities across Bradford for the last 30 years. The garden, sited behind a building 

adjacent to their base in Shipley, has been developed since 2012. Its key role to date has 

been as part of a heritage lottery funded project ‘The Fabric of Bradford’ which amongst 

other things has provided a programme of learning engaging a range of people including 

older people, younger people, mental health groups, families and ethnic groups. The 

learning has allowed participants not only to work with and learn about dye plants, but to 

discover and celebrate the heritage of the textile industry in Bradford.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Led by project co-ordinator Claire, a group of HIVE volunteers have cleared an overgrown 

patch of land in Shipley and created a small but fascinating garden dedicated to growing 

dye plants and other plants connected with the dyeing process. This garden is the hub for 

site-based dyeing activities and for outreach projects which have engaged many 

community groups, individuals young and old, and people with mental health issues.   

 

A fantastic multi-coloured patchwork hanging created entirely using plants from the garden 

and with each patch made by a HIVE volunteer or client was a wonderful example of what 

could be created from such a resource. A parallel could be drawn with a delicious meal 

created from a small productive garden! 

 

It was good to see that Claire and her team had been mindful of the future of the garden 

beyond the Heritage Lottery funding and have secured funds both for a mental health 

project (Flourish) and from Kew Gardens as part of their ‘Grow Wild’ initiative. 

 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Some interpretation (perhaps wall mounted?) of the layout of the garden and some of the 

key plants within it would be beneficial for new visitors to the garden. 

 

Continue to develop environmental practices around reducing, re-using and recycling and 

attracting wildlife into the area. 

 

The main issue faced at this time is that the current occupiers of the building behind which 

the garden is situated are due to move out soon, leaving the future of the site somewhat 

uncertain. It is to be hoped that HIVE will be able to continue to use the space, but if not 

consideration will need to be given to relocation as it would be a shame to lose such a 

wonderful collection of plants. 
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HORTICAP, Harrogate         Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Horticap offers a beautiful garden and nature area to explore and discover from the 

bunnies at the seaside to the pond area, bird hide and nature trail with good interpretation 

boards and all with sculptures and features to discover.  The judges were made welcome 

and could have spent much longer there had the timetable allowed. 

 

In addition to the students keeping the area tidy they also produce a range of handicraft 

items and garden furniture for sale many of the items cleverly recycled. Who wants to miss 

the tea rooms and patio area or the plant nursery which offers a good range of plants at 

reasonable prices all cared for by the students? 

 

Visitors may not all be aware of the conservation and environmental issues such as the 

harvesting of water from rooves, wind turbine etc. and the care of bees at the hive in 

partnership with beekeepers society but they are there never the less.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The renewal of the colour wheel theme of the flower beds adds to the overall colourful 

displays with further interest from the sculptures. Standard of cultivation was of very good 

standard. The pathways are being carefully cleaned and made weed free with condition of 

hedges good and patio area tidy and welcoming. 

Interpretation boards at key areas of the site add to the experience and the children’s 

grotto area and Horticap bunnies add to the fun. There is a very good attitude to recycling 

and conservation throughout with collection of rainwater, wind turbine and recycling of 

garden furniture only a few examples. The increasing of skills utilising green wood and 

charcoal production opens further possibilities for the future.   There is a good liaison with 

other organisations and voluntary groups such as Harlow Carr and Harrogate in Bloom 

with good interaction and support from many sections of the local community including 

local businesses. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Consider utilising some of the land for growing willow to produce hurdles or creating a 

“pick your own cut flowers” area.  Could the planning of a rhubarb area include a “Rhubarb 

Triangle”?  Redevelopment of a new tea room and glasshouse. 

Attending to balsam before it reaches seed production would reduce rapid spreading.  

 

 

Knaresborough House             Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

On a lovely sunny day, our initial impression of the front of Knaresborough House was of a 

very well maintained building, beautifully surrounded by a stunning display of colour 

themed flower beds and lawned areas, all immaculately maintained by Keith and Stuart, 

on behalf of Harrogate Borough Council. 
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In complete contrast, we found to our surprise, that the rear of the building was a delightful 

grass and semi woodland park with an outdoor gym, very well used by local residents and 

with suitable planting which encourages wildlife. 

Congratulations on a beautiful display of flowers, including lovely rose beds and a 

manicured but welcoming park, which brings great pleasure to local residents. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The overall management of the lawned and grassed areas, the excellent choice of plants 

for the cycle of seasonal planting, the shield motif, planted this year to commemorate the 

centenary of the WI. 

 

There are excellent links with the local community, Rotary, WI, Knaresborough 

Horticultural Society and the local In Bloom Group who re-use the spring bulbs and 

primulas which were featured on a photographic record. 

 

The park is used for concerts, pet days and The Picnic in the Park.  Trees are surveyed on 

a 5 year rolling programme, benches replaced when necessary with recycled material and 

plans for bird boxes and to encourage more wildlife with a Hiberniculum. 

 

Christmas sees the House decorated with Christmas lights and Reindeer – all in all a big 

asset to Knaresborough and a great credit to Keith, Stuart and Harrogate Borough 

Council. 

 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue with plans for new water conserving window boxes and bird and bat boxes - 

Congratulations!  

 

 

Nightingale Hall, Richmond                     Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Nightingale Hall Residential Home is a beautiful Grade 2 Listed Building, situated on the 

hill above the market town of Richmond on the edge of the Yorkshire Dales.  

The gardener has achieved a good standard of displays and cleanliness within limited 

working hours and has ideas for further improvements to benefit residents and visitors. 

 

The courtyard at the rear provides a sheltered and colourful area which can be enjoyed 

and used for various activities. Hedges, grass and surrounds are clean and despite the 

very large tree colour has been introduced at the side, despite the difficulties of a disaster 

at the nursery from which summer bedding had been ordered resulting in limited choices. 
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Areas of Achievement 

 

The front entrance has been landscaped with raised stone beds and walls and colourfully 

planted. At the side and rear of the building were more displays including hanging and wall 

baskets.  

 

Generally very good cultivation and plant health with changes being made under large 

tree. The addition of sensory planting is commended.  Hard landscaping all round was 

good and met high standards of cleanliness.  There is encouragement to wildlife and 

recycling on site.  The involvement of YTS students in planting the hanging baskets which 

added to the overall impression, in particular the petunia hanging baskets.  

 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Due to wind burn the acers at the front would benefit from relocating and possibly be 

replaced with some evergreen topiary in keeping with the facade. The raised beds would 

benefit from raising the soil levels bringing prominence to the floral displays which would 

give greater impact if colour palette was restricted and coordinated. The introduction of 

Thymes and other rock plants would give some sustainability and winter colour.  Window 

boxes would benefit from trailing plants and raised perennial border needs some 

refurbishment (perhaps a winter job). The construction of a ramp and possibly a sensory 

garden would make the rear banking more accessible and climbers on the high wall could 

introduce further colour and scent.   

 

Accepting bedding plants will always struggle under the tree replanting with more suitable 

planting such as euonymus or ferns may be more sustainable. Petunia million bells or 

begonias may be more wind resistant in baskets down side of building.  Consider addition 

of bird and bug boxes more water collection. 

 

 

Northcliffe Environmental Enterprises Team, Shipley   Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Northcliffe Environmental Enterprises Team (NEET) is a horticultural social enterprise 

scheme which has been running in its current format for two years allowing staff and 

clients more control over the use and development of the area, a challenge which is 

proving to be very successful. Under the guidance of site manager Ian, the varied and 

attractive site works well catering both for the needs of clients and the public who visit. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

NEET has a thriving nursery business selling plants (perennial, and annual bedding) to the 

public. They have also been successful in obtaining council contracts which has allowed 

them to increase the number of clients they are able to work with. 

 

The varied site encompassing polytunnels, sales area, café, working sheds, allotment and 

ornamental/wildlife garden are well looked after with some interesting animal ‘sculptures’ 
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to be found amongst the plants in the latter! A pizza oven built by the team has recently 

been completed and a well-known local chef is shortly to visit to do a cooking 

demonstration. NEET has been very successful in developing a variety of community and 

business links including Shipley College and WEA allowing them to offer accredited 

courses on site.  

 

A new and successful project this year has involved bringing local primary school children 

on site and running a number of activities. Feedback from the school staff was extremely 

positive and NEET plan to repeat the event next year. Recycling and re-using is a strong 

theme throughout all on-site activities. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The award of large contracts provides a welcome source of income to the business. 

Careful planning will be required to ensure delivery of these doesn’t impinge too much on 

the other varied and valuable activities. 

 

Some simple written or visual interpretation around the site would be of benefit to clients 

and visitors and would also be useful in developing the schools project. 

 

 

Overgate Hospice, Elland    Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

It was lovely to visit the tranquil gardens of the hospice with their beautiful views. It was 

obvious what a pride is taken in them and Phil Allworthy, the head gardener deserves 

much credit for this, together with two loyal volunteers.  Patients and visitors alike are 

fortunate to be able to experience the peace and beauty of the grounds. It was good to 

hear of the support the hospice receives from volunteers and the community. 

 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

It was lovely to find so many varied seating areas. No chemicals are used but grassed 

areas were well kept and in good condition. Paths and hard surfaces are weed free and in 

good condition making wheelchair access easy.  

 

The wildlife area running down the side of the garden is valuable. Growing fruit and 

vegetables for use in the kitchen is a good idea. There is a good mix of sustainable 

planting and bedding. Colour schemes are soothing and gentle.  The veranda, where 

patients can be wheeled out in beds has borders and pots full of colour.  The entrance 

area is colourful and cheerful.  The Memory Tree is a lovely idea. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

In the front garden is a shady tree covered bed by the wall. Clearly this is a difficult area 

but one possibility to cover bare soil would be to fill it with ivy and perhaps vinca major. In 

the back garden near the water feature is a bed of roses, one of which had fallen over. It 
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might be an idea to replace them with a low care shrub. Perhaps one which could provide 

colour early in spring. 

 

 

Riverhead Hall, Driffield        Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The Home is situated in lovely rural setting and the grounds are appropriate to its setting. 

We were impressed with the efforts of Martin Yeats the manager, since he took up the 

post last year, and of John the gardener.  The grounds looked very good in spite of the 

recent upheaval caused by the tree damage and necessary remedial work, which was well 

done by professionals. 

 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The garden was well planted and the roses looked lovely and enhanced the features of the 

original garden. There were plenty of areas where the residents could sit and enjoy their 

surroundings.  Community involvement was very good including the garden party, the 

BBQ, and especially the work being done by the children painting the fence. It was good to 

see the contribution to wild life with areas of long grass, bird feeders and boxes and to 

note that the lovely beech hedge is only cut after the nesting season. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue to work with local with the local community on events benefitting residents and 

local people. There are a lot of very good plans for the future including the sensory garden, 

the wheelchair planters and adjustable potting tables.  We will be interested to read of their 

progress and how they enable residents to take a full role in the life of the garden.  A good 

start has been made with the kitchen garden and greenhouse and will obviously develop in 

the future and become a real asset. Continue to expand, as time allows, the range of veg 

and herbs for use in the kitchen  

 

 

Rosevale, Wiggington, York                Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

This residential home has only a small amount of grounds to the front of the attractive old 

house, but has a most attractive secluded garden to the rear, which is very well 

maintained. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The rear garden is greatly enhanced, and dominated to some extent by a giant redwood 

tree - a beautiful specimen. There are some attractive floral features and hanging baskets 

which are well maintained. However the item which immediately catches the eye is a large 
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upright stone which has water pouring down from its summit - its visual and sound impacts 

are most engaging! 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Perhaps a little re-look at the front displays? 

 

 

Southlands Residential Home, Driffield    Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

This care home is situated in a lovely setting with good well maintained grounds. It was 

impressive to hear of all the work that has been carried out recently and also of the future 

plans. Very well done to Sandra who gave us a good tour round and explained everything 

to us.  It was evident that the residents enjoyed their surroundings and took an interest in 

what was going on. It good to meet Vera as we were going round. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Sandra, the Activities Co-ordinator, is to be commended for her work with residents in the 

garden at Southlands. She is clearly much loved by her clients and is doing a great job 

using the garden as a "tool" to keep her clients active. 

 

The grounds looked very well maintained with patio areas beside the home, with lawns 

and areas of sustainable planting. Much clearing out has been done and new planting 

taking place. 

 

There is in addition, there is a lovely court yard with planters baskets and a raised bed, 

which made the use of recycled materials. This is suitable for use by wheelchair users, 

and looked after by residents. There were also good healthy vegetables and salad items 

growing.   

There were bird feeders and wild life areas throughout.  A lot of community activities and 

fund raising takes place which benefit the residents and other groups. The recent garden 

fete raised £400. 

 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

We would encourage the management team to give Sandra as much support as possible 

to continue her great work for the benefit of everyone. So much has been achieved here 

and we can only encourage you all to continue with your plans. 
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St Catherines, Shipton by Benningborough     Silver Award 

 

Introduction 

 

St Catherines Care Home has been developed within an old vicarage and also includes 

the extensive mature grounds which surround the building. The mature hedge and trees 

make a nice foil to the building, are a haven for wildlife, and give privacy. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

There are two large planted troughs and numerous hanging baskets, some planted with 

strawberries, which made a good and unusual display - they were fruiting well. 

There are some raised beds in an enclosed area which residents can use. As stated 

earlier the site also contains many mature trees, some dating from the days when the 

building was the vicarage. 

 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Consider tree plantings in memory of residents who have died there after perhaps several 

quite happy years. Unfortunately also a number of weeds in the planted areas. 

 

 

St Gemma’s Hospice, Leeds      Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

St Gemma’s covers 3 acres of outside space surrounding the hospice, providing visitors 

and residents with a pleasant environment, relaxing and tranquil areas with many 

interesting features. We were shown round the garden by Steven who has recently taken 

up post as Head Gardener and has lots of new ideas, and we hope the continued support 

to progress with further developments to enhance and improve the garden. 

 

The car park area was well maintained and the hayracks, baskets and planters full of 

begonias giving a wonderful welcoming blaze of colour were of a high standard. 

The Path of Life is a challenging area with overhanging trees but had well-chosen shade 

tolerant plants.   Plenty of seating, tables and litter bins placed around the garden, with 

good access around the garden.  The relocation of the herb garden to be nearer the 

kitchen was being trialled.  The salient water features, the pond, the rill and the good 

selection of marginal planting along the stream brings another dimension to the areas with 

the sound of water. 

 

The main garden had a good balance of sustainable and bedding planting, good 

programme of shrub pruning and cutting back.  The excellent composting area, log piles, 

bug homes and bird feeders attracting wildlife into the garden.  The Greenhouse is 

available for therapy for the residents to carry out garden related tasks, and many of the 

plants grown are for sale.  Including the Hospice in the annual Open gardens event 

promoting the garden.  The commemoration Walls of Light are woven sensitively into the 
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garden creating areas of tranquillity where people can sit in quiet contemplation.  An area 

in the main reception showcasing In Bloom certificates. 

 

Continue to push for volunteers for general maintenance and cooperate workplaces to 

tackle projects.  Good to see the garden catering for all ages, but the problems with ‘The 

Pod’ need remedying.  The Raised Alpine beds are in need of regeneration.  To review 

removal of the 4 raised beds.  Further consideration given to the shallow soil beds 

bordering the rill to increase the planting choice. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The car park area was well maintained and the hayracks, baskets and planters full of 

begonias giving a wonderful welcoming blaze of colour were of a high standard. 

The Path of Life is a challenging area with overhanging trees but had well-chosen shade 

tolerant plants.   Plenty of seating, tables and litter bins placed around the garden, with 

good access around the garden. 

 

The relocation of the herb garden to be nearer the kitchen was being trialled. 

The salient water features, the pond, the rill and the good selection of marginal planting 

along the stream brings another dimension to the areas with the sound of water.  The main 

garden had a good balance of sustainable and bedding planting, with many therapeutic 

plants that attract the birds and the bees there is a good programme of shrub pruning and 

cutting back.   The grounds are managed organically, which is to be commended, the 

excellent composting area, log piles, bug homes and bird feeders attracting wildlife into the 

garden. 

 

The Greenhouse is available for therapy for the residents to carry out garden related tasks, 

and many of the plants grown are for sale.  Including the Hospice in the annual Open 

gardens event promoting the garden.  

 

The commemoration Walls of Light are woven sensitively into the garden creating areas of 

tranquillity where people can sit in quiet contemplation.  An area in the main reception 

showcasing In Bloom certificates. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue to push for volunteers for general maintenance and cooperate workplaces to 

tackle projects.  Good to see the garden catering for all ages, but the problems with ‘The 

Pod’ need remedying.  The Raised Alpine beds are in need of regeneration.  To review 

removal of the 4 raised beds.  Further consideration be given to the shallow soil beds 

bordering the rill to increase the planting choice. 

 

 

The Old Bell Chapel, Thornton         Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The Old Bell Chapel is very well-looked after and cared for. It is a credit to Steve and his 

team.  The Chapel grounds continue to evolve and it is pleasing to note the increasing 
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emphasis towards going green. There are many good examples of recycling and 

wildflower planting. The site is run on a financial shoestring and nothing is wasted. The 

entry has the potential to go further within the competition.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

There is appropriate use of bedding plants in key areas, without overdoing it. Well done. 

The herbaceous beds and borders continue to improve and mature, adding vital structure 

to the overall planting scheme.   The wilderness corner is a great idea and looked good 

even after recent windy weather. 

 

The recycling element is strong. This is typified by the donation of stone recently by a 

resident and this will be put to good use on the site. 

 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The bin near the entrance gate is in need of replacement as it is rusty and spoils the early 

impression of the site. 

 

An interpretation panel, outlining the history of the site would add further interest.  

 

Consider a rethink of the whole planting around the chapel itself. Some of the aubrietia for 

instance looks tired.  

 

The addition of a small apiary will further enhance wildlife emphasis of the site. 

 

It would have been nice to meet some other members of the volunteer team. 

 

 

Undercliffe Cemetery, Bradford       Silver Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The large and imposing Undercliffe Cemetery is managed successfully by a charity. With 

twenty-seven acres to maintain and approximately 129,000 people buried on the site this 

is no easy task. The site is well cared for however. The cemetery has good support from 

volunteers and benefits from good business support too. The site is two star listed by 

English Heritage and offers a splendid vista from the main promenade looking over to the 

moors and beyond.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The paths were well maintained and pleasant to walk on. 

 

The war graves were well looked after and tidy and it is good to see repairs being done 

where possible. 
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It is nice to see the involvement of Peel Park School and Carlton Bolling College with 

selected areas within the cemetery. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The car park area although functional would benefit from some additional colour and a 

redesign in key visual areas subject to funding being available. 

 

Although wildlife was discussed on the judging tour it would have been nice to have seen 

some bird and bat boxes and bug hotels and the like. 

 

It would be nice to see steps towards recycling and composting on the site. 

 

 

 

Wetherby Manor Care Home      Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The gardens at Wetherby Manor Care Home are stunning, with a wide variety of plants, 

immaculately maintained. A great deal of care and attention has gone into the planning 

and development of the gardens. Attractive seating areas throughout the gardens together 

with the sound of the water feature tempts residents into the gardens and the gardens can 

be enjoyed from all rooms within the home. It was a pleasure to be able to enjoy the 

gardens with you. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The sun shone so we could enjoy the gardens as the residents of Wetherby Manor 

evidently do, although we know that the gardens are enjoyed and used all year round. In a 

very short time the gardens have been developed to reflect and meet the residents’ 

various needs and desires, from the colour and variety of plants and shrubs, different 

heights, sensory planting, flat surfaces, curved edges to planting to attract wildlife.  

 

The underlying philosophy and thought given to the structure, design, planting and 

maintenance of the garden is to be commended. The quality of the planting is first class 

and 34 hanging baskets are impressive as is the side garden by the ginnel and the 

meandering lavender bed to mention just a few parts of the gardens. Bees and butterflies 

were abundant.  

 

There is no doubt that the gardens at Wetherby Manor are intended to be the residents’ 

gardens and this is reflected in what is grown. The residents’ gardening club is thriving and 

the produce and other herbs grown by them and throughout the gardens are used by Chef. 

The ethos of community both within the Home and encompassing the wider Wetherby 

community was evident. The gardens are an asset to the centre of the town and obviously 

enjoyed by all those passing by. Your portfolio of photographs was very helpful to enable 

us to see the gardens in all seasons. Congratulations Joanne, Judith and Neil. Very well 

done. 
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Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Keep doing what you are doing. The proposed link path by the fruit trees will be an asset 

to the garden together with the new Cherry Tree. Continue reflecting the residents’ needs 

within the garden and any changes will only serve to enhance the garden. Keep up the 

good work. 
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Category 7A: Public Houses and Restaurants 
 

Filey Bistro and Coffee Bar Ltd        Gold Award     Category Winner 

 

Introduction 

 

A pleasant and welcoming Coffee Bar, polite staff and clean premises. At the rear is a 

beautiful outside garden cafe. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Garden area at rear has been well thought out and attractively displayed.  

Passageway down side has been planted to enhance the area. 

Cafe very clean and well presented.  

All together a very good standard. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The judges thought not a lot more could be done to improve this cafe. 

 

 

The Barrel, Walkington       Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The Barrel is a small traditional country public house on the main street in Walkington, 

East Yorkshire. The front of the pub is spectacular and ablaze with beautiful floral displays 

grown by the landlord, Graham and his sister Sue from seed. The welcome inside the pub 

continues. The Barrel is at the heart of the community and is well used and embraced by 

the local villagers and visitors, Graham is engaging and welcoming to all who visit. Pretty 

floral arrangements of wild flowers are on display, again created by family members.  The 

Barrel has traditional darts, domino and quiz nights along with charity fundraising events 

and other entertainment. Local community event information can be picked up and there is 

a small library of books to browse through with a pint!  

 

Outside at the rear there is a small well kept cottage garden with a good mixture of shrubs, 

perennials and some colourful bedding plants along with traditional wooden table and 

chairs, a water feature and original horse feeders  A must visit small country public house 

with a big welcome. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The front of the Barrel is absolutely stunning and ablaze with colour, which is maintained 

by an environmentally friendly watering system. The displays are maintained daily, 

deadheaded and weeded. The entrance to the pub is clean and tidy with seating next to 

the floral displays and a bowl of water for village dog walkers. There is no car parking as 

the pub is on the main road.  
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The public facilities are kept clean and tidy. The inside of the pub is charming and 

traditional with floral displays in summer and log fires, foliage and fairy lights in winter. 

Local community event information is available in the pub along with a busy community 

social life within the village pub.  

 

The floral displays are colourful with a good mix of shrubs, perennials, mature planting, 

environmental planting and bedding plants. Most of the bedding plants are grown by the 

landlord’s sister, Sue, who does much of the planting and maintenance to the beautiful 

cottage garden and displays.  Some original features in the cottage garden to interest 

visitors.  

 

Graham professionally recycles the waste from the pub and Sue reuses plants and grows 

mostly from seed in a greenhouse off site. Community involvement is excellent. A warm 

welcome awaits you at the Barrel, a charming village pub full of character both inside and 

outside. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Graham and Sue are developing the rear cottage garden of the pub at present and 

awaiting new fencing so it will be interesting to see how this area develops further. 

 

 

The Stansfield Arms, Apperley Bridge, Bradford    Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The Stansfield Arms public house is a delight on the main road in Apperley Bridge. The 

building is an old coach house dating back to the 17th Century. The frontage is welcoming 

and inviting. Inside is equally as impressive with the coat of arms and lovely beams visible 

for all to see.  The entry has the potential to go further within the competition. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The impressive cart enhances the approach to the car park upon your arrival. The hanging 

baskets were bright and cheery and nicely done by the owners.  The car park areas were 

clean and tidy and the hedges were well-clipped and well looked after by the gardener.  

The fencing and decking areas looked to be in good condition and recently stained. This 

enhances the overall look significantly. The handmade seating is a delight too.  It was 

pleasing to see a number of bird boxes dotted around the front of the building. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The tops of some of the fencing panels adjacent to the seating areas could be suitable for 

some small barrier basket type containers where it is feasible to do so.  

Some publicity promoting Yorkshire in Bloom would be welcome in the reception area. 

Could perhaps a local school or college design a poster to display?   

Consider adding more sustainable planting in the new rockery area at the side of the 

building, alongside the main road. 
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Three Horse Shoes, Oulton, Leeds        Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The Three Horse Shoes Pub and Restaurant is situated on a busy road at Oulton, a village 

in the City of Leeds Metropolitan Borough, West Yorkshire, and close to the M62 

motorway.  It is obvious on approach that Geoff and Norma have a made a huge 

commitment to a high standard in the choice and propagation of plants and this has 

resulted in a fantastic ‘Wow’ factor on approach and then again in a more detailed 

observation.   

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The pub is festooned with 62 hanging baskets, including 3 horseshoe shaped ones, and 

22 mangers which are overflowing with a variety of well-watered and well-nourished 

plants, all grown on from plugs giving a wonderful eye catching display. 

Conifers or miniature weeping willows give both height and structure to the barrels at the 

front and side of the building, resulting in a stunning display.   The carpark wall, which is 

more sheltered, has permanently planted pyrocanthus to give colour throughout the 

seasons.  Recycling is taken seriously with the spent plants going to the local In Bloom 

group to compost.  There is good publicity for Yorkshire in Bloom on the building and on 

both the website and Facebook page.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

A few of the barrels are in need refurbishing.   Although not easy, consider harvesting 

water for the barrels.  Consider a trellis planter to hide some of the recycling bins.   

Consider having a planter dedicated to herbs for use in the kitchen. 

To foster community involvement, consider a 'paint the pub' poster competition for adults 

and for children.  
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Category 7B: Guest Houses, Holiday Cottages and Small Hotels 
 

 

Basin Howe Farm Cottages, Sawdon, Scarborough   Gold Award   Category Winner 

 

Introduction 

 

Located on the edge of the picturesque North Yorkshire National Park, Basin Howe Farm 

cottages consists of 4 stunning barn conversions set in beautiful, well-tended gardens. 

Looking from the gardens across neighbouring farmland there are extensive views towards 

Dalby Forest together with some delightful scenery. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Heather and Richard have created some wonderful floral borders each with an enormous 

variety of unique and interesting features, taking challenges such as the rabbits and local 

climate in their stride.  Of particular note was the sympathetically restored parterre - truly 

magnificent. The fragrant rose garden was a delight to the senses and the sight of the fern 

garden in dappled shade was sheer joy! We actually ran out of superlatives at this 

wonderful venue. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Best wishes with your future plans to renovate the gravel driveway. 

Use of internet resources (particularly the RHS) may assist you with tree management and 

identification. 

 

 

River House Hotel, Malham                Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

River House is a small eight bedroom Bed and Breakfast hotel set in the picturesque dales 

village of Malham. The gardens at the front of the house are small but every corner was 

crammed with interesting perennials, scented climbing roses and clematis. There was also 

a good array of unusual containers. Lawns either side of the driveway covered with wild 

flowers and very much in keeping with the area. A seating area at the rear of the hotel was 

also crammed with plants. Judges were particularly impressed by the array of climbing 

roses which adorned the walls. Pots and containers also in this area some of which were 

used for herbs and vegetables to be used in the hotel kitchen. Due to its size little more 

could be done to the gardens at this hotel and we would not want to change that. A good 

first time entry.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Good array of plants used in a small space. Climbing roses helped to give the garden 

extra height in a very small space.  Good use of planters and mixtures of plants not seen 

in other areas. The garden made an attractive entrance to the hotel. 

Good to see plants being grown and used in hotel kitchen.  
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Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Consider paving area and new seating at the front on the hotel but ensure it is in keeping 

with the garden.  Would have liked to see more herbs in the rear garden arranged in pots. 

Some good arrangements of herbs available. Would look good in the rear courtyard.  
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Category 7C: Large Hotels 
 

 

Middlethorpe Hall & Spa, York         Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Middlethorpe Hall is a 17th century house in 20 acres of grounds. Restored by Historic 

House Hotels when they acquired the property in 1980 it was then gifted to the National 

Trust in 2008. The gardens are extensive and varied. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Yorkshire in Bloom signs were in reception and the garden at the time of judging. Good 

community involvement with 14 volunteer gardeners. Very good mixed planting in borders 

and vegetable and soft fruit areas broaden the scope of the garden - produce is used in 

the kitchens.  

 

Good specimen trees and all arisings are composted and used in the gardens. Grassed 

areas and hard landscaping well maintained as are hedges. A book produced detailing all 

plants in the garden and their colours and flowering times is available for guests and this 

gives good interaction with visitors who then raise questions with the gardeners.   Bird 

boxes, insect hotels and owl boxes in gardens and insect friendly planting. Garden tours 

by RHS and other gardening clubs.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Hope that the guests and other visiting parties will raise the profile of a very good garden 

and provide realisation that this is more than just a hotel. Produce from the three beehives 

could be marketed to guests who I am sure would appreciate this memento of their visit. 

 

 

Nidd Hall Hotel, Harrogate             Gold Award        Category Winner 

 

Introduction 

 

Nidd Hall Hotel is administered by the Warner Leisure group, part of the larger Bourne 

Leisure is set in 45 acres of parkland. A Grade II listed mansion it was built in the 1820’s 

for Benjamin Rawson, a wealthy Bradford wool merchant, on the site of an Elizabethan 

manor house. The hotel is for adults only catering for indoor and outdoor entertainment 

which includes daily healthy walks, outdoor gym and fishing in the lake. The grounds have 

formal gardens, woodlands, secluded shady areas, wildlife areas and even a beach area.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Beautifully trimmed hedges in a bilateral Celtic design enhance the view from the patio. 

The gardens are divided into three zones, formal, parkland and wildlife areas. The wildlife 

areas have been so successful that a guest was delighted to find an orchid growing there.  

The five members of the ground staff are to be congratulated on their innovative designs 
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for the numerous bug hotels, seats, plant containers and a hedgehog house all made from 

recycled pallets and other materials.  

 

Constructing bird boxes with their names on for a team building exercise for the indoor 

staff was followed up by an exercise to find their named bird boxes which the ground staff 

had located at sites in the parkland trees.  

 

Easy to read double sided Interpretation boards are in place at relevant points, illustrating 

birds, fish, trees and insects. A bird hide has been built on the far side of the lake.  The 

beach area is appropriately planted with drought tolerant plants and at the cottage a war 

garden and a peace garden have been designed to mark the 70th anniversary of the end 

of WW2.   

 

Several stained willow sculptures, including one of the racehorse, Warpath, are 

aesthetically placed to enhance the landscape.   A post box in one of the arbours in the 

grounds invites comments and suggestions from guests.  The portfolio of the seasonal 

changes in the garden was much appreciated  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue with plans to convert the east wing garden into a shallow pond and bridge.  

Consider carrying our surveys of the both fauna and flora at intervals during the year 

possibly with assistance from the guests.   Continue to increase the amount of water 

harvesting.  In consultation with a local beekeeper, consider the possibility of encouraging 

the bees in the wall to move into a hive set in the meadow. 

Further promote their success in Yorkshire in Bloom on the website and in their leaflets. 

 

 

Rogerthorpe Manor Hotel, Pontefract          Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

A first time entry for Rogerthorpe Manor Hotel into the YIB regime, and one that did not 

disappoint. As one approached the entrance to the 400 year old building, the standard of 

quality was already set. Owned by the Metcalfe family, this hotel has won awards form the 

Green Tourism Business Scheme, is steeped in history, charm, and character, set in the 

quite countryside. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The established flower beds and many floral features using architectural structures to 

create a wonderful aspect to the grounds create delightful, individual and charismatic 

gardens that can be used all year round. The hotel despite having many wedding bookings 

most week’s maintenance of the grounds was of such a noticeable high standard from 

grass cutting and planting schemes to paths, patios and public facilities all a credit to the 

staff who care for these areas. The new foot path and gate installed to the main road was 

so in keeping with its surrounds, and the planting and quality of materials used an example 

of the standards seen all around the site. The shaping and development of shrubs facing 

many of the brick buildings add a further attractions.  
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Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Being a first time entry no publicity was shown however future entries would benefit from 

promotion of the RHS YIB regime and will help with tourism and the wider community. 

More evidence of environmental issues and community involvement where appropriate 

would enhance the entry, and perhaps information on the grounds to residents (perhaps in 

foyer) or in the form of an interpretation leaflet. 

 

 

Rudding Park Hotel, Harrogate           Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Rudding Park Hotel is privately owned, with Caravan Park and golf course nearby set in 

300 acres of beautiful parkland within easy access of both York and Leeds. The Grade I 

listed Regency house has 88 bedrooms and both house and grounds have an inspirational 

programme of improvements which are continuous and innovative.  

 

It was a great pleasure to follow the route guests are invited to take when they visit the 

kitchen garden. Promotions such as Pot to Plate and Kitchen Garden Breaks centre on 

their kitchen garden where 52 raised beds, made from English Oak and designed by 

Mathew Wilson are full of vegetables and flowers, which are harvested for meals in the 

Clock Tower Restaurant.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The patio areas are beautifully colour co-ordinated with alliums and geraniums to provide a 

truly relaxing atmosphere. The gardeners are to be congratulated on the patience required 

to propagate some of their unique species of rhododendrons and several of the new young 

shrubs have been planted out in the parkland. 

 

A variety of vegetables and edible flowers are grown in the kitchen garden and are of text 

book quality- superbly healthy and grown in luxurious conditions. Many are unusual 

varieties, which the gardeners are happy to experiment with. There is a thriving beehive in 

the orchard which assists with pollination.   Artistically crafted seats and the bronze Globe, 

illuminated by the sunshine, all add to the ambiance of the patio area and garden.  

 

The immaculate lawns and beautifully spaced trees create a most relaxing parkland.  

Whilst improvement building is in progress to expand the spa near the reception area, the 

shrubs and flowers, which formerly occupied the beds, have been moved to a safe 

temporary site so that they can be replanted on completion of the work.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

It will be interesting to see on next year’s visit how the area around the reception has been 

replanted.  Planting the patio beds to include plants such as Verbena Bonariensis, will 

maintain the colour scheme but also attract bees and other insects.  
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Consider making the most of the iconic iron archway by painting it and then planting with 

fragrant climbing roses (petals might be used for pot pourri) and under planting with 

lavender or similar.     

 

For the benefit of the non-gardeners among the guests, consider artistically illustrated 

signs on each bed to indicate which vegetables are being grown. 

In the orchard, it would be good to see a wild flower area with bug hotels to encourage 

wildlife.   Further promote their success in Yorkshire in Bloom on the website and in their 

leaflets. 

 

 

Tankersley Manor, Barnsley           Silver Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Tankersley Manor Hotel has been sympathetically extended to match the existing building 

and provide high quality hotel accommodation.  The hotel complex stands above the main 

road and blends in with the surrounding countryside. Lawns and shrubs surround the hotel 

buildings. Hanging baskets and planters are also on site.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

It was pleasing to see that the hotel used a biomass boiler to heat the indoor pool and one 

wing of the hotel building, waste food was collected by a company who turn the food into 

energy and areas for bugs and insects had been set aside in remote parts of the grounds. 

The lawns were well kept and newly erected fences screened off the working parts of the 

hotel. In the top car park there were facilities for free electric car charging. Some rainwater 

recycling was taking place and some bird boxes were being used throughout the grounds.  

 

Pruning of some of the shrubs near the hotel entrance had been changed to encourage 

them to flower instead of hedge trimmer pruning. This should be encouraged and with the 

correct pruning methods for each variety should improve the seasonal displays for guests. 

 

It was explained that the hotel had an herb garden which needed some renovation work 

during the autumn and the local Green Team would be engaged with this project. Some 

rainwater recycling was taking place and some bird boxes were being used throughout the 

grounds.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Pruning of some of the shrubs near the hotel reception had been changed to encourage 

them to flower instead of hedge trimmer pruning. This should be encouraged and with the 

correct pruning methods for each variety should improve the seasonal displays for guests. 

 

It was explained that the hotel had a herb garden which needed some renovation work 

during the autumn and the local Green Team would be engaged with this project. 

 

The verge between the hotel and the pavement had been left to grow wild to enable a 

natural transition. There were however many unsightly perennial weeds among the wild 
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flowers and grasses. It may be advisable to remove these and encourage the natural 

grasses and wild flowers to grow.  In the top car park some of the less used parking 

spaces had weeds growing in them. If this was the hotel policy an explanatory notice could 

be displayed nearby.  Some of the shrubberies had probably been planted when the hotel 

was extended and may be looking a little tired. Professional advice could be needed so 

that heavy pruning, thinning or re planting in stages in some areas during the winter. 

 

 

The Royal York Hotel                  Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

This large busy Victorian hotel is situated right in the centre of York, adjacent to the railway 

station. It is extensively used for weddings, as well as many large social functions and so 

the grounds have to stand a lot of pressure. Added to that the permanent gardener had 

been off site for a number of weeks prior to our visit, but nevertheless the grounds had 

managed to be kept to a high standard. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Around the hotel there are well planted wall baskets which have an automatic watering 

system in use. On the day of our visit the florist was actually creating some large floral 

displays within the hotel, and there were also plants in other public areas. Out in the 

grounds there are many fine mature trees, extensive lawns, and other planted areas, We 

were shown the impact the grounds have from a third floor bedroom, which was most 

impressive. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The large bed of lavenders near the main gateway will soon need replacing, and at the 

side of the hotel, adjacent to the station it would be helpful to strengthen the exiting 

planting and screen by interplanting with perhaps evergreen honeysuckles and climbing 

roses. 
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Category 8A: Visitor Attractions 
 

 

Keighley & Worth Valley Railway        Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

This entry aims to give the experience of a working railway whilst also providing a look 

back at how things were in the past. Each station stop is maintained by a dedicated group 

of volunteers who are achieving good results. The efforts of those working on all aspects 

of the railway activities and the high standards they are reaching, make the work of those 

involved in maintaining the grounds of the stations even more significant in the provision of 

the overall experience. Well done to all involved. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

There was something to interest the visitor of any age at this attraction, with opportunities 

for “older kids” to reminisce and savour the past sounds and smells of real steam trains.   

The picnic and seating area at Keighley station was excellent with a well maintained grass 

and ornamental area, as well as viewing areas of the railway and a conservation garden 

with areas for wildlife.  Each station along the line had very good levels of maintenance 

and plantings were in keeping with the setting. It was pleasing to see how each volunteer 

had put their own individual stamp at their particular station creating variety and interest. 

Congratulations to all. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Haworth station was a riot of colour and variety. However this it was felt was at the 

expense of keeping up the high standards seen elsewhere in the entry, probably because 

of wanting to do too much rather than a lack of commitment. The trackside plantings 

opposite the station were considered to be a little over-ambitious and consequently not 

being maintained to the same standards seen at other locations in the entry. It is 

suggested that increasing maintenance standards to the existing beds be carried out 

before trying to develop further areas. The grass banks also required more frequent 

maintenance to improve standards. It is appreciated that this type of work on a “live” 

railway is difficult, but work done by a willing volunteer would have a huge impact at this 

site and early action is recommended. 

 

 

Knaresborough Castle        Gold Award       Category Winner 

 

Introduction 

 

Knaresborough Castle is a wonderful historical monument with immaculate grounds which 

encompass the War Memorial.  The lawns, beautiful flowerbeds, including a seasonal 

cottage garden and the War Memorial area are all superbly maintained by Nigel - some of 

it in his own time.   The dry moat built by King John is a haven for wildlife and a mass of 

daffodils in spring.   Planting schemes are done sympathetically- this year red, white and 

blue round the war memorial which is the site of the Remembrance Day Parade and a 
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major bed in red white and yellow commemorates the Magna Carta which King John 

signed 800 years ago at Runnymede.   Local residents use the bowling and putting green 

and the grounds host the annual Bed Race, band concerts, medieval day and theatrical 

productions.  

 

Historical plaques around the museum plus a superb floor mosaic all bring 

Knaresborough's past to life for the thousands of people who enjoy this wonderful haven 

each year.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Superbly maintained grounds and Castle with well kept lawns and moat. Beautiful themed 

flower beds with a new cottage bed featuring insect friendly flowers.  

Recycling of grass and plants cut during the 3 year rolling cycle of moat maintenance.  

Resin bonded resurfacing of the paths with the help of English Heritage, new benches of 

recycled plastic but with the unique serpent ends.  

 

Echoing current events in their planting i.e. Tour de France and Magna Carta.  

Incorporating leisure activities into a historical setting within the constraints of the building.  

A truly superb entry - very well done.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

We look forward to seeing the new information board identifying the plants and flowers in 

the cottage garden.  Congratulations - keep up the good work. 

 

 

Oakworth Station          Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Oakworth Station is a reminder how things used to be, with its many authentic features 

and decoration taking the visitor back in time to a bygone era. Supported by enthusiastic 

volunteers the Station is very well presented and an important and integral part of the 

Keighley and Worth Valley Railway. The splendid hanging baskets and containers along 

the station platform adding bright colours to a high quality and impressive entry, well done. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

There was much to be applauded; the development of the car park planting using a herb 

garden combined with a Midland Railway border to reduce damage to the station fence 

was an excellent idea: A very well presented station building and platform with all aspects 

of the site being well maintained. With the exception of a few weeds in the car park the 

whole site was clean and tidy and a credit to the volunteers who look after the station. 
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Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The car park area could be improved with the removal of the Laurel and Laburnum, both 

from an aesthetic view point and from a security consideration.  A feature that needs 

bringing into the 21st century is the toilet facilities. The existing provision is authentic but 

primitive. Improvements here should be considered a priority.   The provision of a small 

café, possibly in an old buffet car or carriage, could help income generation and help the 

site keep visitors for a little longer. 

 

 

Ripon Racecourse           Gold Award        

 

Introduction 

 

Yorkshires Garden Racecourse is the name given to Ripon Racecourse a most 

appropriate title as the site presents a balance of both equestrian provision and 

horticultural display. The site extends to some 210 acres combining a high quality sporting 

venue with a range of facilities for the whole family further enhanced with floral displays 

and children's play facilities. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

There is no doubt that the staff who manage and maintain the racecourse and its facilities 

take great pride and care of the whole site. Standards of horticulture are very high with as 

much care taken over the displays as the maintenance of the turf. A continued plan of 

improvements has been carefully introduced to further enhance the facilities and 

encourage a family atmosphere. The introduction of floral barrels to prevent heavy goods 

vehicles colliding with the low roof sofit is both practical and attractive.  The course offers a 

wide range of opportunity and events throughout the year and engages with the local 

community, schools and voluntary organisations to great effect with both maintenance and 

family activities. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

There is no doubt that Ripon Racecourse is an attractive and well maintained site, 

managed with care and consideration to the people who visit and the environment. Floral 

displays are bright and attractive and the introduction of some perennial complimentary 

planting to the bandstand works well. There could be an opportunity to extend this 

approach in other seasonal bedding areas. 

 

 

Ryedale Folk Museum, York           Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

This long established open air museum continues to go from strength to strength. Set in 

the midst of an attractive village it blends in beautifully, simply adding to the whole scene. 

Behind its doors is like walking into another world, another time, for the buildings remind 

us, educate us as to what life has been like for those living 100 years ago, or even a 1000 
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years ago, all done in a most authentic and professional way. Throughout care of the 

environment is paramount, and the well being of all visitors, able and disabled, is well 

catered for.  

 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The partnership between those who are paid and those who are volunteers is clear, even 

young offenders have been effectively used on some of the detailed building work. There 

are quite a number of re-created buildings, each with interpretive material, and in some 

instances there are appropriate plantings. There is also a cornfield project, and even hens 

and pigs on site. There is an educational resource and for physically disabled visitors there 

are electric mobility vehicles. There is a large collection of old farm machinery, all 

resourced locally. An excellent history resource. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The museum manager has a wonderful knowledge which he freely shares, but wonder if 

succession planning is being undertaken? 

 

 

Treasurers House, York            Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The Treasurers House is a historic house now owned by the National Trust. The house 

passed into the hands of the Archbishops of York in 1547 and the house as seen today 

was rebuilt by Thomas Young in the 1560's. The house was restored by Frank Green 

between 1897 and 1930 at which time it was given to the National Trust. The gardens are 

well maintained and the planting reflects the historic nature of the property.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The setting is such that a muted palette of colours is required and the blue/white planting 

scheme achieves this. Continuity of colour in the garden is good from Hellebores and 

bulbs through to the herbaceous borders seen at judging. The use of Roman statuary is 

something one does not see in many gardens!! Signage detailing the plant names and 

methods used in the gardens and the history are very informative.  

 

All paths and hard landscaped areas are well maintained. No "Keep off the grass" signs 

here, croquet equipment on the lawn encouraged access onto this. Access to the garden 

is free of charge. Recycling is high on the agenda - when the plane trees are pollarded all 

sticks are used in the vegetable garden, in house composting used on all the borders and 

rainwater collection systems in place. Face book and twitter are used to communicate with 

the public. Many volunteers assist. A beehive now supplies honey for resale. All hedges 

were well trimmed. 
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Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The need to keep the major trees under control in a restricted environment is appreciated 

with the 2 yearly pollarding of the plane trees. All in all a garden which reflects its historical 

nature and continues to have a minimal carbon footprint. Well done to Stephen and the 

team of volunteers. 

 

 

York Racecourse               Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The race course is being redeveloped but despite this the venue was very well presented 

and Zach and Reece are to be commended for their excellent work. All grassed areas and 

the course itself were in superb condition. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

All borders, hanging baskets and barrier planters were excellent, well maintained and dead 

headed with a good range of colourful material, begonias, pelargoniums, petunias etc. one 

hundred hanging baskets are planted in house. Plants are produced in house in 

greenhouses/polytunnels at nearby Middlethorpe Hall. In house composting used on all 

beds etc. 

 

All grassed and hard landscaped areas again in excellent condition. The idea of bin 

planters is very good and with sixty of these in place they have now become a feature. 

There is a most definite pride of place here.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The new herb garden will develop and the move towards more sustainable planting with 

perennials and shrubs will be watched with interest.   The proposed kitchen garden and 

the possibility of work with schools will broaden the portfolio. 

 

 

Yorkshire Lavender                 Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

This is very much a combined visitor attraction and commercial plant nursery, set on a 

large hillside with distant views over many parts of the county, and these have been taken 

advantage of in planning the layout. Much has been done over the last 20 years to develop 

informal display gardens, using the wide variety of types of lavender and other plant 

material, all too good effect. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The various displays are immediately visible across the hillside and provide a mass of 

colour. There are excellent facilities for the visitors, and with free access offer an 
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interesting and educational experience. The owner has now added a variety of symbolic 

pieces of 'cricketing figures' to provide novel interest, and they certainly make an 

interesting impact. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The owner has several embryo projects in mind for when opportunity and finance allow. 
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Category 8Ba:        Small Business Premises 
 

David Higgins Hair Salon, Pocklington            Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The judges were impressed with the quality and number of the plants and planters in such 

a small place. It is a lovely floral display that makes the most of a prominent corner plot. 

The choice of trees and permanent planting, provided shelter for the local wildlife, 

especially the bird life and interest for passers-by.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

* The variety and quantity of bird feeders. 

* The use of trees especially Acers 

* Healthy and well planted hanging baskets and pots 

* Enclosed seating area was a hidden gem. A real delight of design and planting. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

* Publicity for Pocklington and Yorkshire in Bloom, either by posters or flyers would help to 

promote the awards scheme 

 

 

James White High Class Family Butcher, Hutton Cranswick    Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

We commend James White Butchers in Hutton Cranswick for their beautiful floral displays 

outside the shop.  The plants are of good quality, well-watered and maintained in well 

constructed wooden troughs.  The pot plants in the window are a nice touch and extend 

the floral displays from outside to the inside of the shop. 

 

The area in front of the shop was very clean and tidy and it is clear that the business 

owners take a great pride in their products but also the exterior of the property. 

This village butcher’s shop situated in the main thoroughfare beside the village green 

certainly enhanced the area. A real effort had been made to attract customers with the 

lovely floral displays. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The plants were well chosen and very well tendered producing a very attractive display of 

bedding plants, mainly of petunias and begonias. They were all of a good quality.  The 

wooden trough had been used by his father and since then has been lovingly maintained. 

The stone planters were newly painted and looked clean and tidy. 
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Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

It would be good to see some promotional material for Yorkshire in Bloom or Hutton 

Cranswick in Bloom 

 

 

Mount Pleasant Boarding Kennels and Cattery, Keighley      

Gold Award           Joint Category Winner 

 

Introduction 

 

Located on the outskirts of Keighley this thriving business stands in extremely well 

presented and maintained gardens. The floral displays using seasonal and perennial 

plants were very colourful and a complement to the glorious vistas over the nearby moors. 

Everything about the entry was to a very high standard and a real credit the owners. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The incremental development of the garden over a number of years, the constant 

production of more plants from suitable and well chosen species. The introduction of 

features such as the Arbour covering the septic tanks and use of recycled materials, all 

contributing to a maturing garden maintained to the highest standard. 

 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The thinning crowns of the heavily pruned Leylandii may be improved with the planting of 

vigorous flowering climbers such as Clematis, to add yet another floral feature to this 

excellent garden. 

 

 

Park Fisheries, Beeston        Gold Award      Joint Category Winner 

 

Introduction 

 

What an oasis of colour greeted us at this entry. Even the umbrellas were the right colour 

to match the wonderful garden provided for customers to sit and eat their fish and chips in 

comfort.  The owners went out of their way to make us welcome and show us around.  

Planters, Baskets, and the bike were just so right. The small area in the corner with the 

display also made this a memorable part of our visit to this entry. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

A wonderful entry which would have looked not out of place in one of the premier flower 

show exhibit stands. 

The colours and plant choice made the entry outstanding along with the attention to detail 

for the customers to the shop to enjoy.  The fairy Fisheries surrounded with the Gladioli 

were exceptional.  All this along with hanging baskets and planters were just out of this 

world. 
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Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Your comments on the day regarding the shop across were good and if they could be 

encouraged to join in that would be great.  I cannot really offer any helpful or constructive 

remarks as I believe you are doing all you can and am sure have next year planned 

already.  Keep up the good work and thank you for sharing your beautiful gardens with us. 

 

 

Paul Harrison Cars, Hutton Cranswick        Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Andy Harrison Proprietor is to be commended on his excellent work on blooming up his 

business premises. He is working in a difficult situation, not ideal for growing but is doing a 

good job and is very aware of the effects his tidy premises will have on customers. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

A lovely interesting choice of plants in the centre of the forecourt and establishing borders 

around the outskirts of the premises.  The whole area was clean and tidy and it was good 

to see the water barrel. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue with sustainable planting on the perimeter of the premises with a view to 

concealing the fence and generally improving the general appearance.  

It is always good to promote Yorkshire in Bloom and demonstrate your support for the 

initiative.  
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Category 8Bb:        Large Business Premises 
 

 

Country Style Foods Ltd, Leeds   Gold Award     Joint Category Winner 

 

Introduction 

 

Country Style Foods is a modern craft bakery company that works closely with leading 

retailers and food service customers, specialising in volume production of top quality 

bakery products. The company has nine bakeries throughout the UK. 

The seven acre head office site near Leeds has six high output, state of the art production 

lines each with automated packaging facilities. Products are distributed throughout the UK 

and Europe. 

 

On arrival the reception area was easily accessed and the shelves to the rear of the area 

were full of Yorkshire in Bloom awards gained since the turn of the century. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

On entry to the bakery site customer entrance the judges were greeted by tens of re-

cycled food buckets, three tier planters, hanging baskets and in the region of 200 flower 

pouches all planted with a variety of summer bedding plants bought as seedlings which 

are now in full flower. Most of the containers were watered by drip irrigation nozzles 

manually operated to control the amount of water daily. 

 

Despite the very cold start to the summer all the plants in the containers were well 

established and gave a stunning display of flowers.  Further along the rose garden was in 

full bloom with fragrant rose species and another bed was planted with a further selection 

of bedding plants in flower. It was explained to the judges that there was an almost equal 

number of spring planters in store filled with bulbs and seasonal bedding plants to give a 

good display early next spring. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

It was suggested that some of the food buckets could be painted with special outdoor paint 

by some of the school children of the nearby school during the winter months and planted 

with new bulbs as part of a horticultural project. 

Due to the heavy rain prior to judging some of the feed had been leached from the soil in 

the containers, this was not detrimental to the planters but to ensure the plants remain in a 

healthy state until the end of the season, addition of a slow release fertiliser could be made 

to the new compost during preparation of the planters. 
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Leeds Valley Park                 Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Leeds Valley Business Park is conveniently located just 4 miles from Leeds City centre 

and 10 minutes’ drive from Leeds Railway Station. It is easily accessible from Junction 44 

of the M1 and junction 7 of the M621.    

 

Leeds Valley Park offers some of the best modern office accommodation set in an 

attractive landscape environment which has won several prestigious awards for best 

overall development for outside Central London and best bespoke development outside 

central London category. Local and international businesses occupy the site for their 

varied business needs.  

 

The site was landscaped to exacting standards in 2003 and has been maintained 

meticulously ever since by up to 3 grounds staff 3 days per week. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The design of the landscape is such that there are no hidden areas of the park. The well 

manicured lawns, a water feature, beds edged with low edging plants in filled with colourful 

perennials and low growing rose bushes. One of the main roundabouts has artistically 

shaped landscape in the form of part of a bowl; the edges are planted with blue and white 

flowering plants to match the summer designs on the paved areas. The mainly block 

paving of the roadways and paths is perfectly smooth and weed free which makes for 

effortless transition from one area to the next. 

 

Part of the site is currently being used as a wild life area with various wild flowers, insects 

inhabiting the long grass.  The site can be accessed easily by bus and there is a regular 

bus service to Leeds for those who wish to leave their car behind. On occasions the site 

electrical equipment is turned off for a time and then restored to see if further power 

savings can be made which in turn helps with environmental issues. 

 

The blue and white summer colour scheme is mainly made up of white Rose Kent and 

Lavender, there are also well maintained hedges consisting of indigenous plants such as 

Beech, Field Maple Hawthorne and Prunus species. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The high standard of landscaping was a sight for sore eyes with well manicured lawns and 

neatly trimmed hedges. The maintenance of the large roundabout was carried out to a 

very high standard but the painted chevrons around the perimeter had not been 

maintained well. It would make a difference to get these cleaned and re- painted.    

 

An ecological survey of the wild life areas would be an idea which could record the 

numerous species of wildlife on the site.  
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Proudfoot Supermarket, Newby      Gold Award   Joint Category Winner 

 

Introduction 

 

Proudfoot's is a local supermarket located on Coldyhill Lane, Newby.  Their superb floral 

displays significantly enhance the store frontage and provide a pleasing welcome to 

shoppers. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The hanging baskets and containers are magnificent and beautifully maintained. 

You have gone the 'extra mile' by adding hanging baskets to the side of the store which 

cannot be readily seen from the road.  The hard landscaping is well designed and 

thoughtful giving consideration to those resident's whose properties are adjacent to the 

store car parking.  The car park is based on similar designs to those in New Zealand, 

allowing extra space to manoeuvre.  The property including the exterior boundaries are 

kept in pristine condition. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue with your excellent plans to enhance the borders surrounding the store. 

 

 

Sheffield Forgemasters International Ltd     Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

On arrival at the main reception of Forgemasters the initial reaction as we commenced the 

tour was where and how has this company managed to create any soft landscaping 'midst 

these dark satanic mills'? It soon became clear, once guided over the footbridge, and 

looked down on the Forge Garden - Wow! 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The very attractive Forge garden is well designed and maintained. It is a haven in which 

staff can relax within this large heavy industrial complex. Winding paths wander through 

the garden surrounded by attractive plantings of trees, shrubs, perennials and wild flower 

areas and coupled with the water features and sculptures provide an air of tranquillity. 

Other landscaped areas included a grass verge with five striking fastigiate beech trees 

three red leaved and two green. Another verge of sedums and other drought tolerant 

plants was most interesting. The garden at Gate 2 in the shape of the companies’ emblem 

was attractive. These areas are a credit to the designers and those who maintain them, 

well done. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The proposed additional flood defences will pose a challenge to replace the current 

riverside natural environment.  Consider additional tree planting on the south side of the 

Forge garden to create an enclosure and provide further screening of buildings.  The tubs 
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at the base of the company's war memorial at the main entrance are in need of 

refurbishment. 

 

 

Villa Farm Shop, Huddersfield       Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Villa Farm shop is set within a farm standing on the northern outskirts of Huddersfield. The 

stone-walled buildings of the courtyard form the backdrop for a magnificent display of 

summer bedding arranged in a variety of containers (hanging, wall mounted and free-

standing), many of which had been ‘recycled’ from the farm itself e.g. metal pig troughs, 

and stone water troughs. Customers park in this area and are able to full appreciate the 

display before entering the shop. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The floral display is very arresting and colourful, and good use has been made of a variety 

of containers to enhance an area otherwise devoid of planting options. This area and the 

entrance/exit routes are tidy and well-kept. Customers to the shop give positive feedback 

regarding their enjoyment of the display.  This year a local guide group has been involved 

in planting some of the containers. This project contributed to their challenge badge. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Plants for the display are grown from plug plants sourced from a nursery in Scotland. 

Perhaps consideration could be given to sourcing plants more locally, thereby reducing 

‘plant miles’.  The introduction of some appropriate perennial planting could provide not 

only some year-round interest, but reduce the reliance on annual plantings and their 

intensive watering/feeding regime.  While appreciating that it might be more time 

consuming, perhaps at least some water could be used from collected rainwater. 
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Category 8C: Shopping Centres and Retail Parks 
 

 

Airedale Shopping Centre, Keighley           Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The centre is a key element of Keighley Town Centre, being next to the bus station, is a 

major provider of the town’s car parking and hosts a number of nationally recognised 

shops. Although built in an another era the modernisation work undertaken over the years 

and continued review and development of every aspect of its operation by its staff, has 

helped maintain a welcoming and pleasant environment for visitors for which everyone 

involved should be credited. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The bold and colourful hanging baskets, containers and barrier troughs which can be seen 

throughout the centre, all maintained to a high standard.   The very thorough and 

comprehensive approach to the reduction in usage of energy and resources, shared with 

the centres tenants to optimise use of materials, recycling and waste management. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks  

 

Further enhancement to the entrance to the car park would improve the visitor experience 

as this for many, is often the first point of entry to the shopping centre. 

The addition of larger specimen containerised plants at the junction of College Walk and 

Queensway, inside the centre, would give a greater focal point to this event area.  

 

 

Crystal Peaks Shopping Mall & Retail Park, Sheffield   Gold Award  Category Winner 

 

Introduction 

 

The first impression on arriving at Crystal Peaks is one that indicates that the philosophy of 

those who manage the site care for the environment and for the shopper and visitor 

making their experience a very pleasurable one. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The team effort of the managers, supervisors and maintenance staff provide a very 

attractive destination for visitors.  The colourful floral features, containers and superb wall 

hanging planters at the main entrance, coupled with the wildflower areas, including, very 

surprisingly, numerous bee orchids with the stumpery and other areas within the site.  

Continuing with the biodiversity and environmental enhancement policies, engaging with 

external groups and organisations to provide an educational experience for schools.  The 

whole area was litter free and clean with no chewing gum thanks to the 'Gum Wand' (an 

excellent piece of kit) 
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Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Evaluate suitable shrubs and trees which can be used to fill gaps and replace those 

suffering from pests and diseases.  Your maintenance problems of the Tramway trackside 

could perhaps be addressed by applying wildflower policies which enhance other areas of 

the site.  I'm sure that your planned additional educational and interpretation boards will be 

of great value to visiting schools and other interested groups 

 

 

Woolshops Shopping Centre, Halifax        Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The Woolshops shopping centre is an excellent Yorkshire in Bloom entry. 

Over 200 self-watering hanging baskets can be seen at the front of the building and over 

30 barrier boxes and planters invite you into the car parking areas at the rear making it a 

very attractive centre for shoppers.  Recycling is excellent. Now being taken to the next 

level where material going to land fill will be zero. Well done all concerned in this 

operation.   

 

Good to see The Woolshops involved with local community groups and schools.  The 

recently planted herbaceous beds and bird feeders clearly showed community 

involvement.   Pendants showing Halifax in Bloom clearly seen along fronts of building.  

Very worthwhile entry. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Over 200 hanging baskets around The Woolshops shopping centre as well as planters and 

barrier boxes make this entry a worthwhile visit.  Recycling at The Woolshops is excellent 

with nearly 0% landfill. All businesses are involved. Also energy saving lighting around 

complex. 

 

Very positive and knowledgeable response to local environmental issues.  Community 

partnerships with local schools and groups. Planting of permanent beds. Making and 

putting up interesting bird feeders in surrounding trees.  Colourful planters leading up to 

car park at rear of The Woolshops make it welcoming for visitors. 

 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Develop planters down central shopping areas. Possible more use of sustainable plants. 

Herbaceous plants to give longer periods of colour and interest. Good use of permanent 

planting to break up harshness of car park areas. Mixed shrub and herbaceous planting. 

However some plants now taking over and needing pruning. Also this is a major litter trap. 

The planting is right but some attention needed.  Would have been good to speak to some 

of the businesses in The Woolshops to see what impact recycling was having and how 

they were dealing with it.  
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Category 8D: Caravan, Camping and Chalet Parks 
 

 

J.S.Morton & Sons, Elland        Silver Gilt Award    Category Winner 

 

Introduction 

 

It was lovely to visit the site on such a lovely day and to enjoy the impressive views. This is 

such a peaceful spot with a calm, tranquil atmosphere. It is clear why the residents are so 

fond of it. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The approach to the site was clean, tidy and well kept. All the grassed areas were very 

well maintained and in good condition. This is impressive as no chemicals are used. There 

were colourful climbers and planters in the car park area. Letting residents use cucumbers 

etc. from the greenhouse is a nice idea. All the residents are clearly taking great pride in 

their gardens. There was a pleasing variety of planting and the plants were clearly in good 

condition. It was pleasing to hear of wildlife seen around the site. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

It would be nice to meet some of the residents for a chat about their lovely gardens. 

Consider planting shrubs, especially wildlife friendly ones around the touring area. 

Perhaps it might be possible for residents to come together to buy products like bark chips 

in bulk to save money. Continue to build up planting in the car park area. 
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Category 8E: Country Houses, Estates and Parks and Gardens 
 

Burnby Hall Gardens, Pocklington      Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Yorkshire is blessed with many great houses and gardens, Burnby Hall Gardens and 

Museum is a star in our regions collection of great attractions. Formerly known as Ivy Hall, 

Major Percy Stewart purchased and renamed it Burnby Hall proceeding to refurbish the 

house and gardens constructing a quarter acre lake to support his passion for fishing. The 

lake is now home to one of the best collections of water lilies (Nymphea) in the country, 

registered as a National Plant Collection. Now managed by a trust the site includes a 

beautiful garden with numerous features and facilities. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The standard of maintenance and presentation are excellent, the most striking feature 

being the lake crammed with water lilies, which were in full flower on my visit there in July. 

The 'stumpery' garden is becoming well established with quirky features that delight the 

younger visitor. The children's playground has undergone considerable refurbishment, with 

help from local school children who have revitalised the fences with painted murals.  

 

The management and trustees continue to bid for funding to undertake refurbishment and 

restoration projects to the lake, rock garden and phase two of the children's play area. The 

refreshment facilities are excellent and very popular with visitors.  Securing funding and 

searching out grants is a time consuming and painstaking job but the energy and 

enthusiasm with which this is pursued is to be applauded. Introducing new offers such as 

the Sculpture trail, Tulip displays and leaflets about Major Stewart and his family are a 

valuable addition to what is a beautiful and well tended garden. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The restoration of gardens from what was once a family home to attract the wider public 

and discerning visitor is a challenge but the proposals to replant and restore the rock 

garden in consideration of access and use is most encouraging. 

The use of volunteers and local interest groups in the aftercare and interpretation of the 

site is to be applauded. Although time is always a pressure events and activities that 

explore the features such as the Nymphea collection or garden elements may offer a 

source of additional income. Continue pursuing external funding as a means of supporting 

restoration and development.  

 

 

Cannon Hall Museum and Gardens, Barnsley        Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The Parkland was landscaped in the 18th century by Richard Woods of Chertsey in 

Surrey. Comprising of sweeping grassland, mature woodland, a stream and lake. During 

the judges visit the grounds were being surveyed by consultants who will be suggesting 
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improvements to the estate which will be funded by a 2.8 million pound HLF Parks for 

People Grant. The improvements will take several years to complete but should be well 

worth the wait.  Currently there is 2 full time staff, around 8 volunteers and a group of 

enthusiastic members of the Green Scheme horticulture team who are currently 

supervised on a part time daily basis taking care of this huge estate. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

On entering the newly re-surfaced car park and walking up the path leading to Cannon 

Hall the judge was very impressed by the mature trees and rolling parkland with views 

beyond the lake into the distance. It was pleasing to know that one of the old indoor plant 

display houses would shortly be opening to serve light refreshments to visitors. The high 

quality summer bedding displays stood out well in the sunshine and the perennial 

plantings in the huge walled garden were striking. All types of fruit trees and bushes were 

being cultivated by the volunteers along with salad crops. 

The lean to conservatories had an ancient Grape Vine and a fruiting Fig plant trained 

against the wall and was used to grow on less hardy plants during the colder months. 

 

It was heartening to see such large areas of the walled garden and glasshouses being 

kept in cultivation. If restored sympathetically could be used for horticultural educational 

training for young people and adults on a regular basis and a show piece Garden for the 

visitors.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

After the unavoidable repairs to the drainage system have taken place in the parkland and 

the grassland restored serious consideration could be given to the re planting of new trees 

as many of the magnificent existing trees which were planted well over a hundred years 

ago will shortly be coming to the end of their life. Without significant replanting for the 

future the beautiful landscape will be lost. A Tree sponsorship scheme could be introduced 

and records of trees donated kept for inspection of donors. 

 

Hopefully the summer bedding plant schemes will continue in the future as this brings 

extra interest for the public and passes on the horticultural skills to future gardeners.   

 

The glasshouses in the walled garden are a reminder of days gone by and if made safe 

opened to the public using a range of plants that need minimal heat in the winter. Modern 

methods of ventilation, shading and irrigation could be installed minimising the labour 

input. 

 

If the area of the walled garden is too large for detailed cultivation a trial area of wild 

flowers could be introduced which would increase the population of insects Bees and 

Butterflies and reduce labour input. 

 

Wooden walkways in the wild life area could be extended with the possible construction of 

an aerial tree walk to enable visitors to have a bird’s eye view of the wildlife bellow without 

disturbing their habitat. 
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Elsecar Park & Local Nature Reserve, Barnsley    Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Elsecar Park and Local Nature Reserve near Barnsley has almost everything today’s park 

users of any age could wish for. The lower part has a woodland walk with a newly 

constructed path which winds through the trees under planted with spring bulbs. The once 

neglected Rhododendrons had been cut back in order to produce new growth and flood 

elevation schemes will shortly be put in place to prevent the re occurrence of severe 

flooding in the park and surrounding areas. 

 

The formal part of the lower park has a fine mixture of bedding plants, perennial and 

perennial shrub beds, some surrounded by stone walls which have been repaired and built 

by a 93 year old member of the friends group. The recently re-furbished bandstand which 

hosts many events sits proud in the centre leaving plenty of room for the audience to view 

the entertainment. 

 

The upper part has plenty of room for ball games and galas, a small wild flower area 

recently sown as well as a newly constructed all-inclusive children’s play area, pitch and 

put and a cafe which is soon to be extended. 

 

The wildlife area of the park mainly surrounds a large dam which is used to feed the local 

canal system. Visitors can walk across the dam wall to take in the scenery and view the 

fantastic wildlife in and around the water’s edge. There are even a small number of sheep 

provided by a local farmer grazing on one of the steep banking; the grazing eliminates the 

need to mow with machinery. There is also a local fishing club and bird hide overlooking 

the lake. The wetland area round the site is frequently visited by school children who can 

take part in pond dipping in the specially designed area of the dam. During the last century 

the land owner imported many tonnes of sand which was placed round the edge to forma 

beach for local children to play. The area was named by the locals as Elisa by the Sea.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Since the friends group began in 2008 much has been achieved in the park. Many grants 

have been sourced and the money has been invested in park improvements which make 

this park one of the outstanding outdoor facilities in the area which is visited and enjoyed 

by people of all ages and abilities. All waste material from the park is now re-cycled and 

used in the park. The bedding and perennial plant displays are well designed and the 

walled areas are well maintained. 

 

The park has once again achieved the Green prestigious Flag award for this year which in 

itself shows that the park is well managed. The re furbished bandstand is ideally situated 

in the lower park and the small wild flower area adds some summer colour to the upper 

park and the wetland area is a valuable facility for wildlife.  

Visitors and educational needs. There is also a scheme which allows people to donate 

money to buy park benches which are made locally and placed around the park. 
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Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Consider extending the wild flower area or even introducing more in various parts of the 

park. Once cultural knowledge has been gained it is a low cost way of introducing more 

colour to the park. 

 

More spring bulbs can be planted in the woodland area to tempt more visitors into this 

part. Allium bulbs always make a good summer display in perennial beds. 

Elsecar Park is a fine example of communities, local people and the local authority working 

together to provide free facilities, exercise and fresh air for everyone. 

 

 

Joseph Rowntree Foundation Homestead Park, York   

Gold Award        Category Winner 

 

Introduction 

 

The park is owned and managed by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation, and truly is a credit 

to their caring principles. Throughout there is an excellent mix of preserving those mature 

features which have been inherited and yet contributing to our present age - many of the 

new tree plantings will benefit those who follow in the years ahead - great! It is a very well 

used park with many facilities and features for people of all ages, with good interpretation 

and a staff who are clearly 'a team'. Well done. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

This year the main decorative feature is a large display interpreting the 60th Anniversary of 

the 'Lord of the Rings', including willow weaving, and extensive planting - it is extremely 

well executed and illustrates the craftsmanship of those involved. Some features, dating 

back to the Backhouse nursery days, are being carefully restored, which is most important, 

and the historical context is well understood. Education is high on the agenda here, and 

the staff work closely with local schools and visiting parties. All the facilities are good, 

including an extensive children's playground, car parking and signage. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

In the not too distant future the reassessment of the cherry avenue will be necessary, and 

also they recognise the need to revisit the wild flower meadow. 

 

 

Lister Park, Bradford              Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Lister Park is a green urban oasis which is well used by the surrounding communities and 

those that travel to partake in the many activities offered from the cycle hub to park runs to 

music events, as well as the tranquillity of the established Mughal and Botanic gardens 

and new Sensory Garden. The park continues to move with the times and shows good use 

of perennial planting with a high level of maintenance.  
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Areas of Achievement 

 

The excellent maintenance throughout the park with choice floral features where 

appropriate.  The wide range of activities and interests on offer that create a vibrant space 

for everyone 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Although the maze is an appealing, picturesque, effective feature, care should be taken to 

control the blue geraniums from overtaking the attraction and pathways. 

 

 

Museum Gardens, York              Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

A garden open to the public 364 days per year with free access and a very high footfall 

(circa 1.7 million pa) reflecting its popularity. In the light of the number of visitors the 

gardens are maintained to a very high standard. The enthusiasm of Alison cannot be 

doubted!! The backdrop of the abbey ruins make this a remarkable and unique garden. 

The variation in planting in the different areas reflects the properties of those areas varying 

from dry shade to damp and acidic to alkaline.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Centrally placed with open gates the gardens extend a welcome to all. The park and ride 

scheme gives access direct to the main entrance. Interesting events take place regularly in 

the gardens and on judging day there was a falconry display attracting much interest. 

There are many different aspects to the garden and the visitor is rewarded for exploring 

with an alpine garden, fern garden, oriental garden, rose garden and many herbaceous 

borders and beds.  

 

The beds are well maintained and sustainable planting is supplemented by bedding to give 

colourful seasonal interest. 6 county champion trees are in the garden some having been 

part of the original landscaping in the 1840's. On the wildlife/biodiversity aspect the Tansy 

bed now has a thriving colony of the threatened Tansy beetle which hopefully will provide 

the means to extend this programme.  

 

Large amounts of leaf mould, compost and wood chip are produced in house and used 

throughout the garden. Beds with a high nectar content are used to attract butterflies etc. 

into the garden. Plants are not cut back in the autumn so as to provide winter quarters for 

wildlife. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The proposed extension of the gardens by a further 2.5 acres will increase the interest and 

variety. The new mosaic of the geology of Yorkshire will undoubtedly be of interest. The 

development of the damp area at the base of the flood barrier will again increase the range 
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of plants. Hopefully the problem of consents for signage will be resolved since information 

boards would greatly increase the public awareness of the work in the garden. 

 

 

Oakwell Hall Country Park, Birstall         Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Oakwell Hall Country Park extends to some 110 acres of recreational space. From 

farmland, through woodlands and at its heart a 17th century hall and gardens. A rich and 

varied mix of educational and recreational opportunity with an intriguing history illustrated 

by the remnants of features such as the railway, colliery spoil heaps (now wild flower 

meadows) 17th Century Hall and courtyard buildings. The site is a haven for wildlife where 

visitors can enjoy a rich experience of culture in an idyllic setting.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The recently refurbished courtyard, shop, toilets and entrance area are incredible carefully 

melding the character and history of the site with modern attractive facilities. The shop 

doubles and an interpretation centre with gifts and goods related to the site some locally 

sourced and many to attract the younger visitor. Themed displays celebrate and promote 

historical events associated with the site and its communities. The use of the courtyard as 

a venue for income generation and educational use is to be applauded as is the 

commitment and dedication of the staff volunteers and management team. Recent 

enhancements to interpretation for the hall will provide an exciting experience for visitors 

later this summer. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

External signage and interpretation is very good but some boards were in need of 

replacement and plans to improve the entrance signage will further improve the welcome.   

The courtyard development is managed to a very high standard and consideration should 

be given to bringing the tea room and surroundings up to the same standard perhaps 

through bringing the service in house would ensure a more consistent offer and increase 

base line income.  

 

 

Pannett Park, Whitby              Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

It was easy to see why Pannett Park is popular with both visitors to Whitby and locals. It 

boasts some stunning floral displays, has many original and interesting features and 

panoramic views over Whitby and the Abbey. It is a fine example how a public park should 

be presented and cared for, which is due solely to the working partnership of dedicated 

staff and very enthusiastic and committed volunteers. Every town should have one, well 

done to all involved. 
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Areas of Achievement 

 

The sheer range and quality of interesting features in the park maintained to a high 

standard and all with some links to Whitby or the history of the park was impressive. 

The contribution made by the Friends of Pannett Park, this year celebrating ten years 

since formation, was tremendous and their influence and impact on the success of the 

park a true example of community at its best. The reinstatement of the coronation floral 

clock at the highly visible and key location in the park is a success story on its own. The 

bold and colourful impact it adds to the park, part of the parks outstanding quality. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The range of wildlife in the park is greatly enhanced by the habitat development, plantings 

and maintenance regimes practiced. To promote awareness on site and encourage 

interest discreet signage and a trail or information leaflet could be considered. 

 

 

Raithwaite Estate, Whitby        Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The Raithwaite Estate provides 5 star Luxury stays in an enviable setting amongst 

Yorkshire countryside. The formal landscaped gardens are maintained to a very high 

standard. The extensive ponds and surrounding woodlands ideal for wildlife, all part of a 

tranquil environment in which guests can unwind. With sophisticated energy management 

and recycling an integral part of the estates operations, attention to detail second to none, 

it’s easy to understand why the estate has been given an excellence award from 

TripAdvisor.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The building management system imbedded in the estates infrastructure helping to 

minimise energy use, the biomas boilers reducing reliance on fossil fuels, extensive 

sewage treatment measures and recycling at every opportunity, all designed to reduce the 

estates carbon footprint for which it is to be applauded. 

 

The formal garden is superb, with its gazebo, feature plants, beds of seasonal colour, 

bridges and banks of perennials. The high maintenance demands have clearly been met 

by the dedicated team who are to be congratulated.  The resurrection of the orchard and 

kitchen garden area shows great promise and a feature that has the potential to develop 

further.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The estate grounds are a haven for wildlife. Consideration should be given to highlighting 

this through interpretation signs on site, trails and description on the estates website. 
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Red House Museum, Cleckheaton        Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Red House Museum is the former home of William Taylor and his family, whose trade was 

in woollen cloth manufacture and merchanting. Built in 1660, and of a distinctive red brick, 

most of the local buildings were at the time constructed of stone. Red House had a secret 

visitor during the late 1800's, indeed Charlotte Bronte, was a great friend of Mary Taylor 

and used the Spen Valley as her inspiration whilst writing her novel 'Shirley' The house 

and gardens were passed to Kirklees council in the 1920's and are now a museum and 

garden enjoyed by local, national and international visitors. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Despite the continued pressure on local authority budgets the museum and gardens at 

Red House testament to the hard work and dedication of a close working team from both 

the museums and parks services. A very active and diverse volunteer group help with 

maintenance, development and the delivery of a wide range of activities suitable for all 

generations, through play, recreation and education. The use of the site for weddings and 

celebrations generates income whilst applications for Arts grants help deliver activities and 

contribute to the development of the gardens and collections. The site is a credit to the 

staff and volunteers who work tirelessly to maintain a gem of historical significance and 

value. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Efforts to attract further funding to further develop the site around the stable area is to be 

applauded and encouraged, especially the introduction of additional areas for seating and 

relaxation. The value of multi-use sites with an historical significance should not be 

underestimated as a key to social cohesion, health and community well-being. 

 

Continued development of the garden is to be encouraged and the production of a site 

based information leaflet would greatly enhance the visitors experience and aid promotion 

of the site.  
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Category 9: Open Spaces 
 

 

Aspin Pond, Knaresborough                   Gold Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1. Undertaking a momentous task in rescuing the pond in a very short period of time. 

 

2. Adopting a holistic and historical approach by researching and preserving the history, 

archaeology, wildlife (including a great crested Newt!) and natural vegetation. 

 

3. Excellent results from fundraising and involving the local community in the project – a 

”Friends Group” maintains the pond. 

 

4. Wonderful portfolio showing the work involved in bringing this lovely area back to life, 

and recording their activities. 

 

5 Planning more publicity to foster community interest with an interpretation board, leaflet 

and book. 

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1. Approaching local schools with a view to visits by the children as part of their curriculum.  

 

2. Putting together a notice board with photographs and information to display at any 

external events they may be involved with. 

 

Very well done - keep up the excellent work. 

 

. 

Carlton Marsh Nature Reserve, Barnsley      Gold Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1. A wonderful asset for the wider community, managed and maintained sympathetically to 

encourage a large selection of wildlife. There is a very good working relationship between 

Cliff and the regular volunteers and Councillors and officers from Barnsely MBC. 

 

2. Maintenance and painting of signs and fencing rails has been done to improve the 

overall appearance and create a welcoming atmosphere. 

 

3. A great deal of work has been recently undertaken to create new reed beds and open 

water and this has been done to a high standard. 

 

4. The 2014 Natural History Report is an excellent document and proves the value of the 

Nature reserve. 
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Areas for Consideration 

 

1. Consider installing a few additional interpretation boards around the paths and walks to 

explain in more details the various habitats and the wildlife that is attracted. These could 

perhaps be sponsored by local businesses. 

 

2. With large areas of reeds (phragmites), it may we worth investigating to see if there is a 

market for the cut reeds as a small income to boost funds. 

 

3. Continue to develop links with other groups that may be able to help with maintenance 

work and new projects in the future 

 

4. Local schools, businesses and sports groups often get involved with community/wildlife 

projects. 

 

 

 

Churchfield Peace Gardens, Barnsley              Gold Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1. The central conservation resident’s association enthusiasm was great to see on the day 

of the judging. 

 

2. This is a great example of partnership working with the group linking with the Borough 

Council to maintain this site. 

 

3. It was good to see the group playing its role in establishing links with the sheltered 

housing scheme nearby and encouraging greater use of the gardens. 

 

4. It was good to see path improvements across the site which together with the central 

raised flower bed has raise the overall quality of the site. 

 

5. The site provides a valuable green space and is well used by office workers during the 

summer as a quite area on the edge of the busy town centre. 

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1. There is a great opportunities for the group to get sponsorship of the hanging baskets 

within the gardens that could have a small sponsorship plate installed as part of the 

hanging basket bracket which would comply with the listed status of the Gardens. 

 

2. Sponsorship would allow the group to make further improvements to the Gardens. 

 

3. It is important that the group record the amount of volunteer hours they put in to the 

Gardens as this could aid future external funding applications. 
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4. Perhaps closer links with the council’s events team could generate a summer 

programme of small scaled events using the gardens central location near to the town 

centre. 

 

5. A great deal of volunteer hours given to the site by local people clearly demonstrates 

the value this site has within the local area. Well done to all involved.  

 

 

 

Cross Flatts Park, Beeston              Gold Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1. A well established group which has developed the park and added many features and 

facilities to the park encouraging the local community to use it  

 

2.The increased facilities for play, sport (muga) and exercise trail are of real benefit to the 

residents  

 

3.Good murals on the Watsonia building maybe other artwork could be considered in the 

park  

 

4.A variety of events for the community to enjoy including band concerts, dog show and 

lantern festival 

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1.Consider working with schools, creating a quiz/trail for them to use or possibly they could 

design their own 

 

2.Consider some interpretation boards at the orchard to explain the fruit and the varieties 

and continue to add to the orchard area 

 

3.Consider a noticeboard to publicise events in the park and surrounding community  

 

4.Maybe consider areas of differential mowing to create areas for wildlife  

 

5.Consider a leaflet or newsletter to publicise the facilities and opportunities in the park 

and publicise the Friends group  

 

 

 

Dean Road Manor Road Cemeteries, Scarborough      Platinum Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1.  Refurbishment of the Secret Garden 

2.  Renovation of old gravestones including re-siting where appropriate 

3.  Secondary use by the York Orienteering Group 
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4.  The hand-crafted stone cairn in remembrance of civilians killed by enemy naval      

     guns in December 1914 

5.  Use of the Yorkshire College Combined Cadet Force to assist with heavy tasks 

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1.   A central directional signpost would assist in determining exits 

2.   Some tree identification signage 

3.   Continue keeping your excellent website regularly updated 

 

 

Friends of Beaumont Park Ltd, Huddersfield       Platinum Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1 A very well organised group which links with many local groups and schools to  

  create a vibrant and informative location for the community to enjoy. Several  

  funding bids have upgraded and enhanced the facilities of the park for the 

  community 

2.Excellent interpretation of the historical aspects of the park including the new  

   railway walk 

3.Excellent Forest Schools development plan  

 

4.A variety of groups using the park such as local history and photography, Brownies  

   and college students 

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1. Consider resurveying the wildlife populations possibly working with a local  

    naturalist group   

2.Record (label) some of the more unusual trees in the park possibly creating a trail  

 

3.Discuss and liaise with Kirklees BC other opportunities to chip some of the waste  

   material rather than remove from site in skips 

4.Consider supporting other Friends groups with advice or give talks on the  

   redevelopment of the park to promote the group even wider 

 

 

 

Friends of Locke Park, Barnsley                       Gold Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1.The friends group was established in 2002 and their main aim is to preserve the heritage 

of the 47 acre park and encourage it to be used by the wider community and to appreciate 

the beauty of the park. 
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2. Over the years the friends have raised large sums of money helping to restore the 

tower, which is now open to the public one day a month and to install new play equipment 

for children. 

 

3. The friends also manage the cafe, bowling greens and organise regular car boot sales 

and a weekly park run. All these activities help to raise funds to carry out work in the park 

and to get people into the park.  

 

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1. Plans are already in hand to have a multi-use games area installed in the park and I’m 

sure this project will bring even more people into the park. 

 

2. In some of the areas of gardens where the Friends maintain beds and borders, consider 

the planting schemes to make the planting more sustainable and in keeping with the park. 

For areas of new planting make sure there is a design in place to start with for everyone to 

adhere to.  

 

3. The large stone water feature near to the gate house is currently planted permanently 

with polyanthus for ease of maintenance. To add more interest and colour through the 

seasons, consider planting with a selection of other perennials and dwarf evergreens to 

give more impact. 

 

4. Continue to maintain and renew furniture around the park. 

 

5. To let the public know of the work done by friends consider having a notice or 

interpretation board in the cafe 

 

 

Friends of Monk Bretton Park, Barnsley       Gold Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1 The entrance border was immaculate 

 

2. The shrub boarders were well kept and under planted with Seasonal bedding 

 

3. The whole park was litter free and tidy 

 

4. Well documented evidence of funding and grants applied for 

 

5. Involvement of the local community in events such as ‘Brass on the Grass’ 

 

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1. Consider planting seasonal bedding around the back of the old gates 
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2.Planting of climbers and shrubs to cover the brick wall behind the old gates 

 

3. Plant more climbing roses on the wall behind the rose bed 

 

4 The path leading to the pond would benefit from weeding 

 

 

Friends of Sandall Park, Doncaster                 Platinum Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1. Wide ranging history of the park collated into a book and comprehensive portfolio with 

future programme  

 

2.Wide variety of events and facilities for the whole community  

 

3.Good use of social media, interpretation boards and notice boards  

 

4.Excellent funding bids have support the developments in the park along with local 

fundraising  

 

5.Great to see other Friends groups visit the park to get ideas  

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1.Good to hear a tree trail is planned perhaps the group could ask for a local volunteer to 

identify the trees 

 

2.Interesting plans for the cafe – consider looking at other parks to get further ideas such a 

Park 4 U in Lytham  

 

3.Consider further feature bed s such as the mint bed  

 

 

Friends of Sandringham Park, Wetherby       Silver Gilt Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1. A lovely green open space, planted with many new saplings, totally free of litter, 

graffiti and other refuse. 

2. Dedicated community involvement in the project, from the Friends committee to 

local residents and the wider community, so moving forward with new facilities (Notice 

Boards, new tap, exercise equipment) funded by the efforts of residents, other funding 

bodies (Rotary, Big Lottery), and young people. 

 

3. The Park is used by all local residents and groups of all ages – older residents 

walks and exercise, school and nursery children, kids chilling, summer fairs, Big Lunch – 

people now see this as their park. 
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4. Anti-social behaviour has been effectively tackled and remains low, well done 

Friends of Sandringham Park for fostering inter-generation understanding and tolerance. It 

works. 

 

5. Reclaiming 10 foot of wilderness area at the far side of the park and securing 

funding to place new exercise equipment in that area. 

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1. We would suggest more evergreen shrub planting near the steps and at the garage 

entrance. The use of sustainable plants for ground cover could assist in the sloping banks 

such as periwinkle. 

 

2. Woodland planting under the trees – contact the RHS for advice on appropriate 

plants to provide cover and colour. 

3. Clear more of the ‘real weeds’ in the wilder areas – such as bindweed etc. 

4. We look forward to seeing the wood sculpture and cutting the log seats to provide 

easier seating – this would be an asset to the Park. 

5. Consider a larger dedicated flower bed, with summer and winter colour – involving 

the community and young people to design and plant it. 

 

 

Friends of Sowerby Bridge Railway Station        Gold   Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1 This Friends group has specific aims and is well organised and enthusiastic with 

individual members using their specialist skills and interests. 

 

2. Working with various groups and stakeholders to ‘breathe new life into the station’ for 

the benefit of rail travellers and visitors. Forging links with schools and scout groups. 

Recruiting of new members and interesting social activities. Keeping sponsors and other 

groups informed of activities through quarterly newsletter and greetings cards. 

3. The impressive number of information boards depicting ‘persons of note’ and interesting 

events which have taken place in the town. Plans for a follow up book ref the railwaymen 

who sacrificed their lives in WW1 

 

4. The refurbishment of the 1940’s Slingsby hand cart with cases and trunks in the Bronte 

garden. 

 

5. Care of the environment is of particular interest of the group, providing habitats for 

wildlife, harvesting rainwater etc. Composting of cardboard and coffee grains from the 

Jubilee café. 

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1. Some of the planters, containers and features are in need of refurbishment. Make sure 

they are of optimum size for the location. 
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2. Review the style and choice of plants and plantings in certain areas including the Bronte 

Garden – suggest you consult with a gardening expert and the RHS advisory website. 

3. Develop your ideas for landscaping of the carpark and water storage on adjacent 

buildings. 

 

4. Continue to develop links with schools and other organisations to generate interest and 

support for your worthwhile aims. 

 

 

Friends of Thurnscoe Park, Barnsley             Silver Gilt Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1 The wildflower bed was stunning 

 

2. The fruit tree planting was a good feature 

 

3. The newly planted roses looked really good 

 

4. The events staged in the park such as ‘Seaside in the Park’ 

 

5. The poppy seed planting day and memorial 

 

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1. Continue to build the ‘Bug Hotel’ 

 

2.Consider building a compost area in a corner of the park 

 

3. Carry on encouraging volunteers from the local community 

 

4. Extend the wildflower area 

 

5. Continue to plant spring bulbs to extend the existing planting 

 

 

 

Glen & Crescent Gardens, Filey             Platinum Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1. The judges met many enthusiastic volunteers who are backed by various groups and 

with co-operation with the local authority which results in the high standard of this well 

used park. The individuals who take care of their specific areas are all to be commended. 

 

2. The high quality of interpretation boards and colour leaflet with map all add to the 

experience by providing history and education and involvement with the area. There is 

also a programme of events and good noticeboards. 
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3. The cleanliness of hedge bottoms and edging of grass areas along Crescent Gardens 

gave evidence to the high level of maintenance throughout. 

 

4. The good use and appropriate integration of sustainable planting and seasonal bedding 

with wildflower areas where appropriate gives interest and colour through every season. 

Thoughtful reduction of tree heights by thirds in subsequent years along crescent gardens 

reduces impact on wildlife.  The number and variety of sculptures and interesting features 

thoughtfully positioned are a delight to discover. 

 

5. Community involvement in the “Buy a Brick” for the maze is commendable and good for 

publicity of the project.  Other fund raising projects are connected with having fun. 

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1. Introduce some variation in colour or texture to the planting at park entrance on West 

Avenue (Squirrel family) and near the café area. 

 

2. Further interpretation board or plant labelling particularly at veg bed and herb garden 

would add to the education value and a new signpost “to the Beach” at top of Martins 

Ravine would be helpful. 

 

3. Keep an eye on natural debris which can lead to moss growth under benches. 

 

4. Look to every opportunity to involve different groups in projects such as the planned 

bulb planting, consider asking youth sports groups to be involved. Preparation of wildlife 

“hotels” or developing more publicity utilising social media such as Twitter could be 

another project to involve all age groups. 

 

5. Be aware of “thug” plants overwhelming other varieties as with the mint in the herb 

garden 

 

 

 

Harold Park, Bradford             Platinum Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1. Good community involvement with events throughout the year  

 

2.Good interpretation around the park explaining different features  

 

3. A wide variety of facilities in the park for all the community including five aside football 

area, fishing lake, play area and sensory garden  

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1. Consider other ways to promote the park maybe a newsletter or leaflet or social media 

twitter or Facebook and continue with the web page. Maybe a Heritage leaflet/trail to 
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explain the different areas of the park or a leaflet for the sensory garden to highlight some 

of the plants and a workshop to explain the uses of the herbs  

 

2.Consider working with Bradford’s Forest Schools network to engage more school 

children  

 

3.Consider some more artwork or sculptures possibly some chainsaw carving  

 

4. Consider involving plot holders from a local allotment site with the Veg Bed  

 

 

Holden Park, Oakworth            Gold Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1. Clean open park well maintained. Good active friends group of a very interesting and 

unusual park. 

 

2. Good historical features. Stone summer house, grottos and caves woodlands and large 

open grass areas. 

 

3. Good events programme run by friends who run both events and raise funds for such 

things as play areas and games areas. 

 

4. Tree planting and wildflower meadow now beginning to develop. 

 

5. Good information board and clear map at entrance to park.  

 

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1. Reduce some shrub beds to open up views in and around Holden Park. 

 

2. Add more sustainable and colourful planting to entrance of park. 

 

3. More seating required along woodland walks as well as some new litter bins in park. 

 

4. Develop wildflower area further at top of park. Wild flowers just starting to get 

established  

 

 

Peasholm Park Friends, Scarborough          Gold Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1. The volunteers led by Chair Linda Harper work with a wide age range of people 

promoting Peasholm Park across the town and further afield. 

 

2. The use of social media to promote the park and Friends activities is excellent. 
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3. The many and varied fundraising and promotional events which take place throughout 

the year. 

 

4. There is a good ongoing partnership between the volunteers and the local authority 

working together for the benefit of the park. 

 

5. Good interpretation boards and notice boards can be found around the park 

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1. Continue to progress your plans to hold events in Peasholm Glen sign posting a hidden 

area of the park. 

 

2. Continue to record your volunteer hours to show the amount of time and effort that the 

Friends give over the year. 

 

 

Sheffield General Cemetery Trust                 Gold Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1. Excellent compost area to recycle all the arising from the site  

 

2.Good opportunities for development with the Non Conformist Chapel and use by the 

community 

 

3.Regular and varied events for the whole community  

 

4.Good to visit other sites and get ideas  

 

5.Good promotion with leaflets and social media  

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1.Explore relations with Sheffield Botanics and FOBS for advice or recommendations on 

planting in dry conditions  

 

2.Consider working with Community Payback to help re-erect some of the headstones  

 

3.Useful to survey the local fauna and flora of the site  
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Spofforth in Bloom - Ginny Greenholes Environmental Playscheme 

Platinum Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

The area of a former tip has been restored into a play area and conservation area to very 

good effect, bringing waste land into use. 

 

The play area is of a natural form offering a variety of experiences for users, in a very 

pleasant setting. 

 

The introduction of interpretation boards for the conservation areas, gives the site a wider 

purpose, and provides for users to gain further knowledge of wildlife. 

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

When possible the orchard should be incorporated into the site, at the moment it is 

protected with overgrown vegetation. 

 

Continue plans to incorporate the area into a green walkway across the river. 

 

 

Spofforth in Bloom - Millennium Garden     Platinum Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

This is a very well designed garden, making very good use of the available space and 

location. 

 

The standard of maintenance is very high including the turf areas. 

 

Importantly the area is used for many community events from Christmas trees to summer 

events, thus ensuring that the community benefit from the investment. 

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

The only area for consideration is to plan for some re planting in a way that avoids digging 

up all the beds at once, yet refreshes the planting before it becomes tired. 

 

 

 

Todmorden Railway Station            Silver Award 

 

Areas of Commendation 

 

1 A fine example of cooperation between the local community groups and rail companies 

on this attractive transport link 

 

2. The setting up of this Friends group to enhance one of the main entrances to the town 
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3. Work of the Friends of Todmorden Station to provide attractive features of planters, 

works of art and appropriate artefacts 

 

4.The cleanliness of the areas of the station 

 

5. Well done in developing and maintaining this worthwhile Friends project 

 

Areas for Consideration 

 

1. Encourage the participating groups to continue to develop their individual areas of 

responsibility.  

 

2. Revise the maintenance regime of the planters on the East Bound platform.  

 

3. Encourage the Art group to perhaps contribute to the artistic element of the station 

 

4. Consider how to maintain and enhance the sign banking at the entrance to the station 

 

5. The judges would wish to meet those directly involved in the project 
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Category 10: Neighbourhoods 
 

Barkisland in Bloom           Level Achieved     Outstanding 

 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The whole community effort is very impressive. Credit in particular must go to the 

members who regularly mow extensive areas of grass verges.  The entry points in to the 

village have been planted and maintained to a high standard. The choice of shrubs has 

been particularly well chosen considering the extreme weather conditions which are often 

encountered up here! The chosen planting blended well with the countryside around it.   

 

Encouraging a disadvantaged member of the community to join in the 'In Bloom' effort and 

subsequently enjoy contributing is highly commendable.  Involving the Local School by 

letting them design ''No dog fouling' signs for the grass verges is a novel practice, which is 

obviously working! 

 

There were excellent examples of partnership working, such as getting local farmers to 

help out with the creation and restoration of the entry points and getting the local stone 

supplier to donate stone features. 

 

The area around the war memorial was well tended.  We saw lovely gardens throughout 

the community.  The Cross project was an impressive idea.  Lots or areas where the group 

undertook projects involved levelling areas and the difficulty was overcome well. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The judges thought there was very little room for improvement here.  The milestones could 

be repainted and the wooden sign post in the 'Gatehouse Garden' retreated. 

Perhaps consider a small wildflower area for bees and butterflies. Continue working with 

the school and involving the children in the group work. 

 

 

Boothtown Partnership, Halifax              Level Achieved      Thriving 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Fundraising could not be faulted for this area of Halifax.  Vicky and Dougie have pushed 

hard for this area. Good to see new volunteers coming along. .Development of sports area 

and changing rooms. New allotments on what were disused bowling greens. Trips away 

for boys brigade, girls brigade and other groups. All assisted with grants and funds raised 

in the local charity shop. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

New allotments will develop over the years to come.  A lot of hard work needed to bring 

them up to scratch.  May be worth making smaller plots for new gardeners. 
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By the football changing rooms the planters are without plants. Consider either planting 

them up or have them removed. 

 

 

Brighter Boroughbridge and District    Level Achieved Thriving 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

A small group of enthusiastic dedicated volunteers having only been going three years 

have already started to transform this delightful town. This can be seen in the development 

at the corner of Chatsworth Grove with its serpentine path and mixed shrub and perennial 

flower beds. The giant ‘Poppies’ at the main roundabout (with a good choice of sustainable 

planting) and wooden insect life around the carpark are a delight to see and made in 

partnership with the volunteers at Jennyruth workshops. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

There are many areas within the town that are florally and or environmentally attractive. 

These should be encompassed within the Brighter Boroughbridge portfolio and working 

partnerships with the respective groups to show a unified town. Consider entering Brighter 

Boroughbridge into the Town category of Yorkshire in Bloom. 

 

 

Churwell Environmental Volunteers, Leeds    Level Achieved   Thriving 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

We viewed a new perennial bed with planter on arrival which enhanced the gateway of the 

area we were to assess.  The woodland area was user friendly and beautiful to the eye 

with all activities for visitors including bird boxes, an area for den building a railway which 

we were given a ride on and bat boxes.  The woodland trail included a tree nursery and 

compost area pond dipping and areas to sit in various flower gardens.  It was good to see 

the group all working together who work on this project in the good weather times and 

snow clear in winter times as required.  A good community effort which made the area 

good to see. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The proposals for the extension of the train track and a wildflower group was good to hear 

about.  Many information boards were available and the proposals for some more are 

welcomed.  At the pond we hoped that the work would continue and were impressed with 

the Health and Safety issues the group were working with. 
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Cottingley in Bloom, Leeds           Level Achieved     Developing 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The group was working well with the Housing Contractor Mears and had had help from 

Costa Coffee and MacDonald’s.  It was nice to see the Bug Hotel and compost bins at the 

Centre and the flower beds and seating were good for the community. 

Travellers had been a problem and blocks had been put to stop intrusion from Travellers.  

Many grants had been obtained and the money was being used wisely by the group 

members.  The area was planned and progressing well and it will be good to see the areas 

again in the future as the groundwork has now been done and will improve with the work in 

the future. Well Done. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

It would be good to see liaison with the school and would have been nice to see the roof 

garden at Dunwerton Court and the residential home garden. More wildflower planting 

would enhance the area, along with the continued work of Camilla’s garden. 

Thank you for showing us round and being so enthusiastic I wish you well as you put all 

your plans you told us about into practice. 

 

 

Crookes Forum, Sheffield            Level Achieved     Developing 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

This is a developing project, showing increasing support from the community and 

importantly the commercial operators in the area.   The Wesley herb garden project is 

ongoing but a sound development with scope to gain interest from local people. 

The idea to use IYN as a driver for improvements is a good one that has been successful 

in other areas.  The ambition of the group to bring green improvements to a fairly large 

area. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Consider some form of signage on your projects to act as an advert for what is being done, 

this can be a small item, but with a uniform design to brand the forum. 

Consider the design and maintenance of possible developments on the two large grass 

areas currently managed by housing. The scale and location means that developments 

would have a big impact on the area.  In other areas group members could get ideas from 

www RHS.org.uk/greenerstreetsbetterlives, as this three year program develops. 

 

 

Cudworth Park and High Street     Level Achieved     Thriving 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

A very active group that includes local residents, businesses, volunteers and the local 

authority, all working together to improve the local community. The group are active and 
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have done a great deal of work in Cudworth Park, including planting the seasonal bedding 

and installing new gates. The recent work outside the Co-op on the High Street has totally 

transformed a derelict raised bed into an attractive feature that everyone can enjoy.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

To save having to plant the Co-op bed out every year with bedding plants, consider 

planting a selection of low shrubs and perennials that will provide colour and interest all 

year round. The Co-op may sponsor the planting.  

 

 

Cutting Hedge, Halifax         Level Achieved      Developing 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

This work should be commended. The scheme has been going for seven years and has 

benefits for both residents and trainees.  It is making a difference for elderly residents who 

often live alone and can no longer look after their gardens either through ill health or 

unable to do the garden.  Improving local neighbourhoods.  Improving skills for volunteers 

with differing learning difficulties through horticulture. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Consider expanding into this scheme into other areas in Halifax as it is clear to see the 

benefits this work has given the residents here. 

 

 

Earswick Scented Garden        Level Achieved      Outstanding 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Situated on a site of a disused bowling green next to the village hall, I am sure many would 

not know this 'Secret Garden' exists. Having to battle with this free draining site, the 

garden has developed into a floral oasis, with a well thought out initial design and planting 

scheme. Planting having to have a natural degree of drought tolerant hasn’t stopped the 

dedicated group of volunteers creating abundance of colour, texture and height within their 

project. The wooden seats and picnic benches encourage people to stay while the new 

covered seating adds some shelter. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue to provide shelter seating when funding allows, also consider planting small tree 

varieties, if not in the flower beds but on the raised areas surrounding the site. An 

information leaflet readily available for visitors and the community would be good to see. 
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Ecclesfield Park - Community Gardens     Level Achieved Outstanding 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The whole project is a great achievement, turning a derelict site into a vibrant community 

garden. The shelter built from natural timber complete with a splendid green roof. 

Considerable funds have been raised for the project, by the garden team. The group 

arranges a large number of events, and supports events arranged by groups such as the 

church. The work with school children, some with special needs is to be commended. 

Overall an excellent project. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

There are really no areas to improve directly, as you say your group is gaining growing 

experience as the seasons go by. It will be important to ensure that the scale of the project 

remains within the available resources, as there is scope to nearly double the size of the 

growing area.  Develop and maintain the orchard as planned 

 

 

Elland & District Partnership       Level Achieved   Outstanding 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

It was wonderful to meet such enthusiastic and committed people. Elland is very lucky to 

have them. The town was ablaze with colourful planters and installations, with plants of 

outstanding quality. There is support from the people of Elland, which is well deserved.   

The district was extremely clean and tidy. The effort the group make in providing 

Christmas lights and trees for the town is remarkable.  The relationship with CMBC Safer, 

Cleaner, Greener and Countryside Services teams is very valuable and producing great 

results. It was good to see that children are being involved in the group's work.  It was 

good to hear that no chemicals are used 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Perhaps there might be areas where wildlife planting could be introduced. 

Continue encouraging businesses in Elland to create their own tubs and window boxes to 

add to the group's work. 

 

 

Foxwood Residents Association, York    Level Achieved   Thriving 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

How so much can be achieved by a small band of dedicated community minded 

volunteers in such a short three year plan, is amazing. The 'Foxgloves' have worked 

fastidiously within their community to raise the level of environmental awareness and 

wellbeing. The tree planting at Chesney Fields, the interpretation board and work at 

Foxwood Park, and not forgetting the work carried out at the Community Centre, are but a 

few of the activities the group have achieved this twelve months. 
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Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue working on the relationship with the five housing authorities within the 

neighbourhood. Looking ahead with the next three year plan, perhaps incorporate a 

schedule of maintenance, and recruitment drive for more volunteers to carry out this work. 

Permanent sustainable planting within the large planters will cut down on yearly cost and 

may help with odd vandalism issue. Promotion of the group, perhaps using the RHS logo 

along with the 'Foxgloves' to enhance pride of place within the community.  

 

Friends of Brighouse Station      Level Achieved     Developing 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Improvements to Brighouse Station have been made by the friends group since October 

2014. The station now looks more inviting to visitors and users of the station. Sponsored 

planters and self-watering half baskets make the platforms colourful and inviting.  The 

volunteers have made a great impact. Making the station clean, litter graffiti and weed free. 

Improvements now taking place in the car park making the area more inviting and safer for 

rail users.  

 

Good to see what has already been achieved and future proposals. Very good 

management plan.  Volunteers well led and motivated to keeping this station clean and 

tidy and work well with the rail authorities.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Due to group being made up of volunteers it is important to liaise with Rail authorities prior 

to carrying out some pruning projects. Lots of potential hazards for volunteers. E.g. 

Underground cables through beds in the car park. Overhead cables and electricity 

substation. 

 

Develop the area behind the station platform and by entrance to No 1 platform. Good 

information boards about the friends group and their sponsors. May be worth incorporating 

historical information boards behind platform fence. Giving information about the station 

and how it has developed over years.  Look to add more permanent planting in some of 

the planters, reducing costs but giving longer periods of colour on platforms. 

 

 

Friends of Crow Wood Park, Sowerby Bridge  Level Achieved   Developing 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Crow Wood Park covers approximately 11 acres and has impressive WW1 memorial 

entrance gates, the park includes a well maintained outdoor gym, tennis courts, trim trail, 

bowling green and the petanque court recently restored to its former glory. 

 

Friends of Crow Wood Park are a passionate group aiming to make the park a cleaner, 

greener and safer place for the local community to enjoy. The team steadfastly tackle the 
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challenging environmental problems and continue to make a difference to the appearance 

of the park by organising regular clean up days, weeding, planting, watering, other garden 

tasks and future planning working in partnership with Calderdale Council. The recently 

introduced raised planters had a good mix of colour and planting as did the large pots 

outside the pavilion. 

 

Improvements have included installation of more picnic tables, doggy walking paths 

through a wooded area, an extra litter bin, and noticeboards.  

 

The group have been proactive in increasing their media profile with articles in the local 

papers, Facebook page and ‘just giving’ page, and developing closer connections with the 

local police. The successful fundraising coffee mornings are helping the group become 

more sustainable. 

 

Much has been accomplished to control anti-social issues, litter and dog fouling so to keep 

reinforcing the message consider using more posters, www.keepbritaintidy.org offer a 

good range of free material. 

As it was a group of dog walkers who initially formed the friends group suggest that you 

consider fundraising with a dog theme such as Doggy walkathon, dog talent show, use the 

park for local dog training groups? Which also may help with further recruitment. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Much has been accomplished to control anti-social issues, litter and dog fouling so to keep 

reinforcing the message consider using more posters, www.keepbritaintidy.org offer a 

good range of free material. 

As it was a group of dog walkers who initially formed the friends group suggest that you 

consider fundraising with a dog theme such as Doggy walkathon, dog talent show, use the 

park for local dog training groups? Which also may help with further recruitment. 

 

   

Friends of Holly Hagg, Sheffield          Level Achieved   Thriving 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The group continues to develop this large site in a way that meets many needs and aids 

conservation, on this fairly steep hillside. Development has been undertaken to provide, 

crop production, conservation and development of woodland. An exotic fruit collection is a 

novelty.  The new water area is developing well with plant growth and wildlife becoming 

established.  The novel gravity watering system makes best use of water and the location 

of the site.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

This is really a matter of continuing but trying to ensure new projects are carried out within 

the resources available.  Using an area to develop a plant dye plot will provide materials 

and educational interest.  Continue to develop the information sheets to cover other areas 

rather than just the trees, and continue the public visits. 
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From Field to Table Allotment Champions, Beverley     Level Achieved   Thriving 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

A wonderful allotment project run by Find2 on a small piece of land at the corner of 

Sparkmill Allotment. The students clearly enjoy being outdoors and benefit from the work 

being done.  A great achievement in a short period of time.  Well done to all involved, 

leaders and students.  Good to see plenty of composting and plenty of water saving on 

site.  Recycling was well demonstrated by the use of innovative planters, and “Mr Potter” 

who is used to generate funds. We liked the bug hotel and bird feeders and bird boxes. 

Many events take place which involve the wider community and generate funds. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

We appreciate what has been done and it was good to hear about future work and are 

confident that all your plans will be achieved. 

 

Continue to build good relationships with other allotment holders and where possible make 

use of their horticultural knowledge and experience. 

 

 

Garforth Main Street    Level Achieved    Outstanding 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Good communal planting in many areas -especially good was Cedar Ridge entrance, entry 

beds, High Street planters and the barrier baskets.  Four diamond beds were colourful, 

very well edged and planted with ingenious watering system.   Mulching may help to retain 

water in this dry area.  Good links forged with businesses -water butts will help with 

watering.  

 

Potty Cottage -great fun! Extremely good quality plants and showing exceptional 

horticultural practice.  Group shows recognition of variety and needs for urban area -e.g. 

gravel bed  

 

Community participation -good links with many groups including schools, colleges youth 

groups, Community payback and Community bulb planting helps keep Garforth looking 

colourful in spring 

 

Funding well sourced by grants, sponsorship, plant sales. The new planters from the 

college make good use of the space   High Street metal planters excellent.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Jubilee Gardens needs a little pruning and refurbishment.  The plans for the round bed at 

Town End sound good, will really need stripping out and replanting to make it Bee friendly.  

Suggest the group concentrates on more sustainable wildflowers for large roundabout, 

concentrating on self-seeding oxeye daisies, poppies etc. to still give natural feel but be 
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easier to maintain and more cost effective.  Continue with maintenance of planters etc. on 

rolling program 

 

  

Halton in Bloom        Level Achieved    Thriving 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Halton in Bloom is a small group of some 8-10 members, formed only two years ago and 

have already made an impact with planters and new flower beds placed at the entry to 

Halton and other strategic places around the urban triangle. All are planted with an 

appropriate mixture of shrubs, perennials and annuals to give height, interesting foliage 

and splashes of colour.  Although there is no Community Centre as such, a great 

community spirit is now developing, with the involvement of High School pupils, who have 

designed, created and maintain a raised bed near their school, and planted hanging 

baskets which are on display outside the post office.  

 

Successful links have been established with a local supermarket that, last year, sponsored 

an18 foot Christmas tree, which members of the group erected, complete with lights, 

resulting in a crowd of some 100 gathering to sing Carols round the tree. The supermarket 

also provides the group with surplus plants and these have been used to effect in some of 

the planters.  

 

The group has successfully applied for grants or sponsors to purchase planters, including 

one from the RHS, and all are acknowledged with individually designed signs made by a 

resident.  

 

Recruitment through Halton in Bloom Facebook page has enlisted two talented and 

enthusiastic young newcomers who have designed a garden to replace the neglected and 

overgrown bed outside the library and are happy to work to complete the project too.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue with the plans for;  

• replanting the library garden, recycling as many of the existing trees and shrubs as 

possible with careful consideration of the materials used for the path or whether a path is 

appropriate in the relatively small area.  

• and creating a new bed outside the post office, possibly with another Facebook inspired 

design. 

 

Encourage the local council to tackle the weeds particularly in the paved area around the 

Halton Stone.   Put in place a maintenance programme for refurbishing the wooden 

barrels.  Consider creating a portfolio to demonstrate year round activity and progress.  

Although the management of the supermarket has changed, pursue sponsorship for a 

Christmas tree again this year.  Consider creating a website to compliment the Facebook 

page. 
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Hellaby Gardening Group, Rotherham        Level Achieved   Developing 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The small dedicated group of volunteers are a credit to this community. Taking a Local 

ownership approach to areas of their neighbourhood and maintaining these well. The 

raised bed at the hall and new planters are planted well and to a good standard, creating a 

great splash of colour. The use of the reopened hall and the group’s efforts in raising funds 

are to be commended. The group’s efforts both at hall and playground are making a 

difference to local people and their environment. Well done. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Future plans for the car park would be interesting if approval goes ahead. The hall could 

be improved with further floral adornment, and there is space for further raised beds. 

However the judges realise the labour restraints on the group and further development 

would stretch their resources. 

 

 

High Green in Bloom, Sheffield     Level Achieved      Outstanding 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

As soon as the judging party entered High Green by car it was evident that an enthusiastic 

group of local people were engaged in improving the area by the introduction of locally 

made wooden planters filled with a mixture of shrubs, perennials and seasonal bedding 

plants, there were around 28 planters in all mostly sponsored by local businesses and 

watered by nearby residents.  The corner flowerbed and surrounding lawn is a striking 

example of the local authority and local people working together to maintain this high 

profile part of High Green which was once an eyesore. 

 

On arrival at Mortomley Park the judge was welcomed by a small group of enthusiastic 

people who meet on Saturday mornings to carry out their work eager to explain the 

group’s role in improving the area for the benefit of everyone. 

 

A dilapidated pond area has been transformed into a sloping gravel bed planted with 

interesting shrubs and a seat from nearby has been renovated and placed in the centre 

which invites park users to relax and enjoy the surroundings. The Alan Grieves Memorial 

Bed is a credit to those who designed and maintain it which along with the rose bed makes 

a peaceful and colourful place to visit. The community Orchard further up the park is 

establishing well and fruit is already appearing on the trees this year. Some ongoing work 

with the local school is taking place but some re organisation of the gardening area it 

taking place in the near future. 

 

There are several streams of funding for the group from local authority to private shops 

and businesses and the group holds fund raising events throughout the year to raise 

money for improvements. 
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Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

In Mortomley Park the group have worked hard to clear the shrubbery alongside the wall 

next to the pavement. This has revealed the tarmac path which in time would benefit from 

attention as it is not easy to walk or be used by wheelchairs or buggies. 

There is a proposal to have an illuminated Christmas tree in the park but the installation of 

a suitable electric supply is proving expensive. It may be worthwhile exploring sponsorship 

from the power company as the tree would be a huge community asset. 

 

It is heartening to see such an enthusiastic group of people encouraging the local 

population to help with watering the planters and businesses to offer sponsorship for the 

benefit of everyone. 

 

 

Holmewood Executive "Grow Your Own"   Bradford Level Achieved    Outstanding 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The five years of hard work in getting this exciting project off the ground is now starting to 

realise its full potential. The scheme has become a focal point for the local community and 

is a fine example of working together. The financial support from Provident Financial has 

been integral to the success of this project. The children are clearly benefiting from 

spending time on the site. It is pleasing to note that surplus produce is distributed at no 

cost to the wider community.  The sheer variety of vegetables and flowers on show was 

impressive. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Moving forward there is a need to bring the water butt that is already on the site into use.  

The area would benefit from a little more attention to weeds in just a few areas. 

It would be nice to see a willow arch or "den" made out of the willow growing at the bottom.  

There is scope for more development at the bottom end of the site in general. 

 

 

Honley Westgate and Church Street, Huddersfield      Level Achieved          

Developing 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Honley Westgate & Church Street ‘It’s your Neighbourhood’ group was formed in February 

of this year with representatives from three organisations (Business Association, Civic 

Society and the Village Trust) with the aim of improving the centre of the village. 

 

The group have adopted a methodical and very successful approach, carrying out visual 

audits from which an action plan with timetabled events has been formed. Kirklees Council 

Street Scene staff have been very helpful in advising on starting up the project and 

supporting it subsequently. 
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In a comparatively short space of time the group have addressed a number of problems 

including litter, street furniture, derelict/overgrown areas and have enhanced planting in 

the town centre with hanging baskets and flower beds with both annual and perennial 

plantings. They have made a successful start with engaging the local business community 

and mutually beneficial relationships with the local church and library have been 

established.  

 

The group have been successful in obtaining grants and gifts in kind.  Already there is 

evidence of the ‘knock on’ effect of their work, with some businesses and private premises 

having improved their appearance with fresh paintwork and plantings, of their own volition.  

The group should be very proud of having achieved so much in such a short space of time. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The group would like to start engaging more with the wider community of the village. A 

number of ways of doing this were discussed, including holding social activities alongside 

‘work’ activities and tapping into wider initiatives such as ‘The Big Tidy Up’. Fundraising 

activities are a good way of raising the profile of the group while also attracting money to 

support projects. 

 

Engaging with young people in schools and other organisations such as the 

Brownies/Cubs would be another positive step forwards. 

 

Currently there is a level of uncertainty around the input of Kirklees Council in the future. 

The group may be able to take on some of the tasks and areas of planting but will need to 

be pragmatic in doing this. E.g. if they were to acquire responsibility for the annual beds in 

front of the park, it might be best to consider perennial planting, or grassing them over, or 

a mixture of the two. 

 

 

Incredible Edible Brighouse    Level Achieved   Developing 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Incredible Edible started in Brighouse in 2014 and its volunteers have made great strides 

to promote growing in the area on difficult sites.  To promote the growing of fruit, 

vegetables and flowers around Brighouse Town Centre.  Taking over flower beds which 

would have been lost and grassed over and trying something different. Productive beds 

instead of flower beds.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Do not take too much on, concentrate on the beds you have at the present time and work 

to improve them. Judges felt team were being stretched.  Work on designs for the beds 

over winter and come up with ideas which will give the beds wow factors. 

The perennials in some beds require splitting and can be re planted or used in other beds. 

Work on your own version of incredible edible and make it work in Brighouse  
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Lister Lane Cemetery, Halifax       Level Achieved       Developing 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

To clear large areas of vegetation in a historical cemetery in Halifax is making it more 

accessible to visitors. Taking back ownership of the cemetery.  Good information boards 

giving the history of the Cemetery and the people involved with its inception.  Good clear 

pathways and well maintained walls headstones and monuments.  Volunteers clear in their 

view of what they want for the cemetery in the future and its history.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Care to be taken with planting in and around the cleared graves. May be worth volunteers 

looking at similar projects and plant choices.  Keep working on what the group have 

achieved so far but do not spread resources too thinly as there is lots of work yet to do. 

Bring in working parties and other voluntary groups to help. 

A very good example of a Victorian Churchyard being brought back to life for future 

generations.  

 

 

Low Moor Community Kids' Allotment, York    Level Achieved   Outstanding 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The group is run and overseen by dedicated, community spirited individuals who are a 

credit to the site and surrounding community. The ways the group use ingenious learning 

practices to engage young children and the parents / carers in making the learning 

experience not only enjoyable, but memorable and informative. The judge was privileged 

to see the 'Summer Fruit Challenge'... in which everyone engaged in tasting, assessing, 

rating and developing opinion skills was an absolute delight to witness. Well Done to all 

who make this project such a success. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The judge appreciate that the community allotment is run by select dedicated members, 

but expanding this responsibility and having extra help from within the wider community 

will help to guarantee and secure this excellent projects longevity. 

 

 

Meadowfields Court, Whitby    Level Achieved   Thriving 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The transformation of the gardens from their original overgrown state has been staggering 

and entirely due to much hard work, dedication and enthusiasm from the volunteer 

residents. The extremely sloping site would challenge most hardened gardeners, but the 

volunteers undaunted by the task have established a garden which is a pleasure to view 

and an unexpected haven. The standards of maintenance are high, with recycling being a 

recurring theme throughout the gardens. The display of colourful seasonal plants seen in 
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abundance in pots, troughs, baskets and beds were eye catching and a credit to the team 

of volunteers. Increasing the use of perennials in the borders to improve the year round 

appeal and help stretch limited resources is a strategic decision the volunteers have 

embraced. This should allow at least some time to relax and enjoy the views of Whitby 

Abbey seen in the distance.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The many ideas the volunteers in the team have for the future will again transform the 

gardens. The team would be in a better position to ask for support funding from Anchor 

Housing and other potential sponsors if even a basic costing for each idea was made. This 

would also help with choosing which of the schemes to start the programme.  To give 

greater access to the garden for those residents with mobility difficulties, the existing 

temporary seating and table area would benefit from being made permanent with an 

improved access path and seating area. 

 

A programme of introducing larger troughs to replace the large number of pots used would 

enhance the displays, allow more perennial planting and reduce the amount of watering 

carried out. 

 

 

Mytholmroyd Station & Neighbourhood       Level Achieved   Outstanding 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The Mytholmroyd Station Partnership & Neighbourhood group are a dedicated group who 

are committed to improving the station and neighbouring green spaces for the local 

community and visitors to the town to enjoy.  The group have a good working partnership 

with Northern Rail, Calderdale Council and the Church of the Good Shepherd for such 

things as maintenance work, storage of tools and equipment and grants. 

 

The raised circle planters looked good with a good combination of sustainable planting 

including roses, spring bulbs and bedding.  The area under the bridge is a greatly 

improved green space, supported by the local residents, has a good choice of planting and 

the nearby water butt is good use of capturing rainwater.   

 

There was very good mulching on all the beds throughout the site and utilisation of 

composting was good.  Encouraging the local schoolchildren to grow seeds and plant 

them alongside their school art were very good.  The sloping banks on the sides of the two 

long paths leading up to the platforms pose considerable maintenance challenges which 

the group had been trying to address by trying to keep weed free and introduction of more 

plants. 

 

The well positioned station planters sponsored by local businesses enhanced the station 

platforms, and liked the painted metal hoops on each platform, red for Lancashire bound 

travellers and white for Yorkshire bound, which was both quirky and useful for passengers.  

The station volunteers supplement the railway contractors by weeding, maintaining and 

litter picking and other related tasks. 
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The community noticeboards, the large pictorial board promoting the groups achievements 

were excellent, as were the Ironman boards linking the local connections with Ted 

Hughes. 

 

The displays of local history on the Station building provided interest and helped make the 

building more pleasing.  The Village Green is a lovely area with good seating and well 

maintained flower beds and the added interest of the stone sculpture. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

To consider an all year round planned maintenance programme as some areas were in 

need of attention including weeding, division & upkeep of plants and some areas are in 

need of refreshing with new planting.  

 

We suggest that you seek advice from the www.rhs.org.uk   website as to suitable long-

term solutions for the planting of the very steep slopes leading to the platforms. 

The team have plans and are keen to support the existing diversity of wildlife and habitats 

and could consider attracting more by providing bird boxes and bug dwellings. 

 

Being involved in the planning stages of increasing the station car parking. 

Continue to progress with the renovation of the Station building for use by the local 

community. 

 

 

Northcliffe Allotment Society, Shipley      Level Achieved         Outstanding 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

As an Allotment Society, there is by default, an immediate group of members. The Society 

has nevertheless chosen to open their membership to the wider community who can 

become ‘associates’ and enjoy benefits such as attending regular lectures and events. 

 

They have created and maintain close links with their neighbours, Northcliffe 

Environmental Enterprises Team, and with the Friends of Northcliffe (Wood), links which 

are not only mutually beneficial, but are of value to the wider community who access the 

area for leisure purposes. Additionally, the improvement of the site and its surrounds 

coupled with an active use of the area, have reduced vandalism. 

 

The combined approach of reducing allotment sizes on offer (half plots) and streamlining 

the application procedure has allowed more people including families with young children 

to experience the benefits of growing their own produce. 

The Society, and in particular the wonderfully enthusiastic and committed site 

representative Irene Vidler, have been hugely successful in attracting funding for a variety 

of projects across the site and also to involve local schoolchildren in gardening.  Broadly 

speaking, the standard of horticulture across the site was of a high level. 
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Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The ambitious project, already underway, to clear a derelict area at the top end of the site 

and restore it as both allotments and a community garden is clearly a major focus for 

development over the next two years. It would be also be good to see part of this site 

being used to attract wildlife – for beneficial, environmental and educational purposes. 

While the site clearly has many dedicated allotmenteers (152 plots currently in use), many 

of whom are prepared to help out in a ‘hands on’ capacity, there is a committee of only six 

people including Irene, as mentioned above, who is a fantastically enthusiastic driver 

behind many of the past and on-going projects. In order to maintain, sustain and move 

forwards the wonderful work they do, it is vital that the Society give thought to some form 

of ‘succession planning’ in terms of their committee. 

 

 

Outback, Halifax     Level Achieved    Outstanding 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Bringing communities together in the areas through horticulture, Growing harvesting and 

cooking.  Excellent use of space available. Very productive. A welcome feel to the whole 

site. Good educational facilities.  Caroline is to be commended for her efforts in this 

project. A lot of dedicated work has gone in by her. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Bring more flowering plants into areas, especially at the entrance as discussed. 

Pruning of wall fruit trees to give trees a frame work and fill walls.   

Develop outdoor teaching areas. New logs providing better seating below the old pond.  

 

 

Rainbow Garden Northern Hull      Level Achieved    Outstanding 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

• The Years of hard work have really paid off for this project becoming a community hub 

and area now branching out into the community to revitalise other areas. 

 

• The funding sourced for the two part time workers and the new project ‘befriend a bug’ 

has to be commended and is keeping the project sustainable. 

 

• The new compost toilet will enable more people to access the site and make the garden 

more sustainable. 

 

• The many arts/ crafts and school visits will have a positive impact on visitor numbers as it 

brings another audience to the garden. 

 

• Jeanie Webster who is the founder of the garden and a true visionary of what can be 

achieved via passing on horticultural skill to the community. 
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Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

• Carry on with the development of the new area adjacent to the rainbow project and work 

with residents to finding the funding for the scheme. 

 

• Look into reaching out to the local youth within the holiday periods to include them in the 

rainbow garden. 

 

 

Ripon Workhouse Garden     Level Achieved    Outstanding 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Ripon Workhouse Garden is a lovely, well maintained and well-thought out garden that is 

still in its original site next to the workhouse. Run by a dedicated group of volunteers, the 

kitchen garden grows heritage varieties of vegetables, dating from the late-nineteenth 

century. Recently, a wider variety of crops have been grown to demonstrate the difference 

in what was available to the 'higher' society and to those in the workhouse. 

 

 It is encouraging to see Nick Thompson and the team of volunteers continuing to develop 

the project in this way.  Not only is the veg and fruit historically correct, but it is also locally 

appropriate.  

 

The garden is self-sustaining, with seed saved from year to year and produce used by 

local restaurant Lockwood’s, who also do an occasional pop-up restaurant in the garden.  

 

Many groups use the garden: schools, as part of the education programme of the 

museum; local firms have used volunteer days for team development; the Cubs are 

planning a number of badge related activities, and work placement students and some 

young people out of school have had the opportunity to gain valuable experience in the 

garden. 

 

The garden also has a wild flower meadow, hazel coppice, grows green manures and is 

run on organic principles. Rainwater is collected and everything is composted.  

There are good clear and informative interpretation boards throughout the garden.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

In future, it would be nice to meet more volunteers.  Perhaps the visit of the Yorkshire in 

Bloom judges could be used as an opportunity to generate some publicity for the garden 

and to try and encourage new volunteers. 

 

  

Robert Street Community Allotment, Barnsley      Level Achieved     Thriving 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

A very productive allotment site that also encourages community participation on all levels. 

Children from local schools are encouraged to visit the allotments, the community garden 
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is a great asset and brings people together and the allotment shop is a great way of selling 

surplus produce and helping to raise funds for new projects.  

 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Consider holding an open allotment day where members of the public can visit and vote on 

their favourite plots. This is a good way to spread the word about the great work being 

done on the site. The large polytunnel also lends itself to hosting short gardening talks and 

demonstrations.  

 

 

Sandringham Park – Wetherby   Level Achieved     Thriving 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

This large green park, which a few years ago was the source of many anti-social 

complaints has been turned round and is a community asset enjoyed by all residents, 

young and old alike. This is due to the effort and determination of the Friends of 

Sandringham Park. The Park now is valued by the local community and used by them, 

demonstrated by the various events which take place – Big Lunch, Summer Fair, and day 

to day - older residents walks and exercise, Brownies, playgroups, footballers, older kids 

chilling - people now see this as their park. 

 

Fund raising is efficient, the five year project plan is realistic and each planned action has 

been achieved. The enclosed play area is bright and inviting and the installation of new 

fencing has made this a safe place for all who use it. Wildlife is not forgotten either and 

wilder areas encourage insects and animal in. Well done on your flag award and achieving 

Fields in Trust and for bringing your community together both within and without the park. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The work undertaken to clear slopes and the fencing off of the ‘mudslide’ cut through now 

provides the opportunity to add to the current planting being undertaken. The area would 

benefit from evergreen shrubs, both flowering and variegated leaf and under tree 

woodland planting. Whilst encouraging wildlife and recognising the constraints on the 

wilder areas at the back of the park consider removing some of the ‘real’ weeds such as 

bindweed, and sowing wildlife seeds in the area. Consider a larger dedicated flower beds 

with sustainable planting – summer and winter colour – a project for the community to get 

involved with – and one which could enhance the park together with your planned 

Yorkshire stone embedded Fields in Trust plaque. We wish you success in your continuing 

efforts. 
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Scarborough Chevin Social Group    Level Achieved   Thriving 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Excellent community partnerships have been developed with Chevin Homes, Yorkshire 

Coast Homes, St. Augustine's School, Springhead School and Scarborough Borough 

Council. 

 

The Sandybed Nature Trail with its hand-crafted wooden wildlife sculptures and bird 

feeding areas is a great asset for the local community to enjoy. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue with your efforts to obtain funding for future projects which may include additional 

seating and signage, perhaps a jam and jelly hedge or orchard or picnic table and the 

proposed signage to give more identity to the area. 

Good luck with your plans for autumn bulb planting to provide colourful spring displays 

which may extend the flowering season. 

 

 

Shepley Village Association Guerrilla Gardening, Huddersfield    

Level Achieved       Improving 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Shepley Guerilla Gardening Group was set up about a year ago as a sub-group of the 

Village Association. It has three regular members and two occasional members. Jackie, 

who is the enthusiastic leader of the team, clearly has many ideas in regard to projects 

that can be undertaken in the village. It is unfortunate that I wasn’t able to meet any other 

members. 

 

During the year the group have undertaken a number of small but effective projects around 

the village. They have cleared and replanted with herbs a bed adjacent to the library. 

Working with the Conservation Group they have improved access to the War Memorial 

and improved the area around it with gravel (obtaining a grant for materials to carry this 

out). They have cleared shrubby vegetation from around a Millennium Gate on the Kirklees 

Way and on a nearby housing estate have started to tackle a very overgrown and weedy 

bed adjacent to the road. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The group clearly need to get more people involved if they are to maintain the projects 

they have already undertaken and move forwards with their other plans. We discussed a 

number of ways in which this could be done and hopefully the group will be pro-active and 

successful in this regard. 

 

Fundraising events for projects during the winter months could be an element of engaging 

the wider community and raising the profile of the group. 
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As they develop, the group might like to give thought to introducing environmental 

practices into the projects they undertake. 

 

At the moment it seems as if there is a level of overlap between the work of the 

conservation group and the gardening group. As the initiative moves forward it may 

become necessary to have some clarity in regard to which projects might sit best with 

which group. This does not, of course, mean that the two groups cannot work together or 

support each other on certain projects. 

 

 

St George's Community Garden Project, Halifax     Level Achieved      Developing 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

A good open community space around St Georges Church.  Seats are a very good 

addition to grounds and well positioned. A very good asset to an area where there is very 

little green space.  Engaging the community to become involved in the area  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Some areas are beginning to look tired. Need new volunteers to help with some of the 

maintenance.  Need someone to give advice and assistance with types of plants to use 

either around the church or on grave plots. Make composting area into two compartments. 

This will help to rot down the compost better and it can then be used to mulch some of the 

beds.  

 

 

Streetwize Community Association, Hull    Level Achieved   Developing 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Taking the initiative to try to improve the local area and seeking the local communities help 

to improve the routes to the local schools.  Caring about the local area and seeking to 

involve kids and adults in the project. Looking at education and cookery links from the 

project which will have some community value.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The project needs improved liaison with the city council or others to provide advice on the 

development of the raised beds. Once the over grown areas are cut back and cleared. At 

this stage the brickworks need repairing and the mature trees need inspecting and crown 

thinning.  The plant selection is critical to make an impact for the project and help to 

reduce future maintenance of the beds.  Better liaison with the police and support of the 

community support officers will reduce plant damage and Anti-social behaviour within the 

area.  Could Groundwork help?  
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The Shay Garden Project, Halifax    Level Achieved Developing 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The reclaimed overgrown shrubbery on a major route into Halifax.  Good use of planting in 

a difficult area.  Volunteering through Rotarians but also other groups brought on board to 

plant bulbs for spring colour. Shrubs and herbaceous perennials for summer colour.  Well 

positioned seat which is well used.  Volunteers learned how to erect Knee rail fence along 

front of bed. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Lift tree canopy in places along the border to give under planting more light, allowing 

plants to develop better.  Use more variegated plants to give more colour to border. 

Place additional seats along border, beyond the bus shelters.  Think of more plants to 

attract wildlife.  

 

 

West Vale, Halifax     Level Achieved Outstanding 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

It was lovely to visit West Vale and meet the remarkable people who are giving so much to 

the district. It was lovely to hear of the support given to the group by local people and 

businesses. There were lovely residential gardens around the sheltered housing in the 

town, they were a credit to the people involved. The Sam Robinson Hoyle memorial 

garden is a valuable green oasis in the middle of the area. 

 

The idea of planting wildflowers around the viaduct cycle way is an exciting one. 

Clay House Park is absolutely lovely, the area around the pergola is amazing and credit 

must go to the friends of the park who are a committed group and give so much. Mention 

must be made of Adele Oswain and Malcolm Lumb who have made and continue to make 

such a difference to the park. 

 

The relationship with CMBC Safer, Cleaner, Greener and Countryside Services team is 

very valuable and producing great results   

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue working with local young people and schools.  Develop the ideas for wildlife 

planting at the cycle way.  Continue with the exciting relationship with Rosemount Estates 

to develop a green area by the riverside. 
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Willerby Village      Level Achieved   Thriving 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The Community Garden at the Methodist Church is a wonderful, colourful and peaceful 

escape for all to use. The barrier baskets and inroads with the business community is to 

be commended in such a short space of time. The displays outside Solo's, Tea & Bisque-

it/Nubar made a welcoming entrance on the busy high street. The links with both Primary 

and Secondary schools and their involvement with their local environment. The Judges 

were blown away by the gardening group at Willerby Carr Lane Primary.  Their Railway 

Heritage, the well-kept gardens at North-eastern Railway Homes. 

 

The busy village was clean and graffiti free throughout.  Future plans for open space at 

John Gray Court will be an added feature to the entry, and the immaculate gardens at the 

over 55 complex. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue to seek new volunteers and local business's to join the campaign. 

Consider entering the Primary School in its own right; and given the standard achieved in 

a fairly short space of time that Willerby In Bloom consider entering the main Village 

category in the not too distant future. 

 

 

Wilthorpe in Bloom       Level Achieved Developing 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The newly formed friends group is less than a year old, but already they have made their 

mark and undertaken several projects, including a Road Park where children can learn 

about road safety. The sensory garden has been planted by local school children and 

members of the group have taken over the maintenance of borders and the rose beds. 

Good to see so much enthusiasm within the group.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Plans are already in hand to improve children's play facilities and to have a composting 

area within the park. Continue to recruit more friends into the group as you will need more 

help as projects come to fruition and build on links with local schools, other voluntary 

groups and businesses.   The circular beds planted by school children is an excellent idea, 

but consider more sustainable planting in the future. I'm sure the schools will be happy to 

get involved with the planting and other projects such as bulb planting in autumn.  
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Woodlands Community Garden, Harrogate    Level Achieved Outstanding 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Although located at the rear of Woodlands Methodist Church, this is a true community 

garden involving four community groups in the planning stages and four other groups 

continuing the projects, including the regular Gardening Sunday Volunteers (local families 

and older members of the community).  One of the first projects was to build a wheelchair 

friendly path from the front of the building to the garden at the rear. 

 

The Garden which has only been constructed since April this year, has a formal area 

designed with innovative and interesting pathways including a one of blue glass and 

another of plant pot bases; mosaics made at an Art workshop; seats from a redundant pew 

and another donated by the Rotary Club; a central circular bed enhanced with points of the 

compass in glass beads; sunflowers grown by a group of the visually impaired.  

 

Funding has been obtained by very successfully applying for grants and holding 

community events such as a star gazing night. A level botany students are conducting field 

studies in the marked patches in the wildflower area of the newly planted orchard.  Good 

interpretation boards indicate the contents of the raised fruit and vegetable beds,  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

It will be interesting to how the two soil heaps are incorporated into the garden. Perhaps 

run a competition for designs.  Continue with plans to extend the garden and to have a tool 

shed on site.  Use the extensive guttering system to site water butts. 

 

Consider, with assistance from the trustees of the church hall, to site a French window, or 

similar exit, to the garden so that all user groups at the hall benefit from the vista of the 

innovative garden.   Further promote their success in Yorkshire in Bloom on Facebook, 

their website and in their portfolio and leaflets. 

 

 

Woodside Flats, Halifax      Level Achieved Outstanding 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

A good example of how residents have taken ownership of their surroundings and turned it 

into a green oasis. Standard of maintenance are very high. Good clean gardens well 

maintained to a high standard excellent array of shrubs roses and perennials all in keeping 

with area.  Residents also making their own compost to go on beds.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Residents now becoming more elderly, concerns that they will need help in future. 

Pennine Housing may be able to assist.  There are weeds in the paved areas, this is a 

Pennine Housing responsibility and not the residents.  Perhaps you could make contact 

with them to raise their awareness? May be worth incorporating bird feeders, boxes into 

area to attract more small wild birds  
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Category 11: Young Peoples Award 
 

Barton School, Grow and Cook, Barton upon Humber        Silver Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The cook and Grow program at the Barton School is uniquely providing science via 

horticulture with a demanding client base. Mike the deputy Head teacher is passionate 

about the project, his aim is to provide 22 residential clients and 52 day client’s life skills 

via horticulture and includes science, maths and many more disciplines into the medley. 

This will help the clients to respect nature and the environment to broaden their 

understanding of where their food comes from and how to cook it after it is harvested. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

In challenging circumstances this project aims to teach young people with behavioural 

problems. Horticultural skills linked into the curriculum that also helps to teach maths, 

science and literacy, whilst growing produce for the schools kitchen.  

 

The work books that the students had completed were very compressive, the syllabus is 

set out helped them identify with day to day disciplines in horticulture. 

 

The quality of the produce within the Grow and Cook area was harvested to make jams, 

preserves and is being used to fund the project via summer/winter fairs with the kitchen 

also buying back the produce.  The many fund raising initiatives to raise money helping the 

project to be sustainable. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue with plans to revamp the raised planters within the rear of the reception area, 

save some of the lemon balm to plant up around the site as its good for salads. 

Expand the orchid in the grass areas around the car park area, the apples be used as a 

bulking paste for the jams made on site. 

 

Consider using the wall around the allotment / learning area to introduce more fruit trees.  

Take on board the kitchen requests for produce they need and look at using the glass 

house to force vegetables earlier so as to prolong the harvesting season.  

Take cuttings of the lavender shrubs and sell at fund raising events during the year.  

 

 

Carr Green School, Brighouse             Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

It was lovely to meet the enthusiastic children of the gardening club. They were friendly 

and knowledgeable. They obviously took great pride in their horticultural activities. It was 

good too to see the support the school gets from parents and others. There were lots of 

projects taking place around the school. It was pleasing to hear that so many children get 
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a chance to do some gardening. It is lovely that children are now undertaking gardening at 

home. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

It was pleasing to hear of the support the school gets from local businesses and 

organisations. Selling plants to raise money for ongoing projects is a good idea. Giving 

each class its own raised bed will really get children involved. 

 

Raising caterpillars and releasing butterflies by the nursery is a nice idea.  Potato growing 

is obviously a very successful project. It was good to hear of attempts to produce compost 

and harvest rainwater. The woodland area is a lovely resource, with activities like den 

building. It was good to hear about bulb planting. The children's litter picking activities were 

impressive. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

It might be a good idea to concentrate on ongoing projects, rather than any new ones. 

Perhaps concentrating on the raised beds would be a good project, with rapid, easy to 

grow crops such as different varieties of lettuce and such as 'cut and come again' salad 

crops. Radishes are quick and hardy and carrots would have time to grow and be eaten 

young. It might be an idea to buy tomato plants rather than grow them from seed, to give 

them a better chance to bear fruit. 

 

Perennial herbs might be another idea for growing and they would also attract insects. 

Perhaps it might be an idea to add buddleia to wildlife areas to bring in insects and then 

birds. 

 

 

Flanderwell Gardening Club, Rotherham       Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Anyone who approaches the school drive, cannot help but see the wonderful array of floral 

adornment at the front of school. The judges were greeted with knowledgeable and 

enthusiastic members of the after school gardening club, who gave a comprehensive 

account of the fun activities that they have participated in this year. The welcoming party 

also consisted of parent volunteers and members of the wider neighbourhood, 

demonstrating the impact this school is having with engaging within its community.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The quantity of trees planted around the perimeter fencing and sponsorship raised by 

doing so, is to be commended. The clever way of raising funds by selling of the planters 

and baskets, and continued inventive ideas to create the recourses necessary to fund 

these activities. Parental and community engagement is wonderful to see. Excellent 

wildflower display and quad area ideally suited for learning gardening / environmental 

activities. 
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Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Redevelopment of the veg plot and raised planters will enhance this entry. The 

continuation of boundary development and with time, this will improve the wildlife 

biodiversity, together with the proposed bug hotel. If possible forging relationship with the 

new Autism Unit. 

 

 

Fountain Primary School Gardens, Morley    Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Arriving to the school as all the families were arriving showed what a community School it 

was. We were met by members of the Gardening Club and teachers and Caretaker. We 

signed in and were made very welcome to this most different school from our schooldays. 

Shown round and met by the most enthusiastic team we continued through the grounds 

seeing various planted areas. We viewed Vegetable Gardens and then the Allotment. A 

most pleasurable period made great by the informative Children and staff who were all 

willing to answer questions and tell us of their involvement in the work that had been done. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The school appeared to work well in the gardens and planned the various plots to fit in to 

the school curriculum.  The Remembrance Garden was great and well planned  

Wildlife was encouraged for Bees, Birds, bugs and composting materials.  All the children 

were encouraged to work in the allotment and the flower beds.  The school cook worked 

well to try and use any produce in the kitchen and provide menus which balanced the use 

of the produce. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

We saw some artwork that had been produced in the school, and various things that had 

been recycled to make planters.  The allotment was working well and a lot of produce 

being grown with the children being very knowledgeable about the garden. 

The hopes and dreams we were told about will enhance the gardens and hopefully make 

the group go for gold next year 

 

 

Friarage Community Primary School, Scarborough      Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The judges were warmly welcomed by the staff and children.  The school is set amidst 

residential housing with several challenges to overcome. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The vegetable and fruit raised beds constructed from recycled fencing are productive and 

well-maintained by the children. They have also prepared and eaten the produce and 
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made lavender bags from the flowers. Old car tyres and wellies have been used to create 

attractive flower displays.  There is a splendid willow dome with artificial grass often used 

as outdoor classroom space. A Treasure Hunt has been developed to encourage the 

younger children. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The use of internet sites (particularly the Royal Horticultural Society's) will assist you in 

your plans for more permanent, sustainable planting.  You may consider contacting 

various seed and bulb companies as many of them have special schemes for schools.  

Perhaps the children could create some interpretation signs for the flower, fruit and 

vegetable beds.  Use of trailing ivy and nasturtiums may soften the concrete containers. 

 

 

Haworth Primary School Gardening Club    Silver Gilt Award  

 

Introduction 

 

The activities of the Gardening Club over the years have become an integral part of the 

school day; the children were clearly enthused, knowledgeable and keen to demonstrate 

their achievements. The support from staff and parents and Steve Thorpe’s unstinting 

endeavours, has transformed the school grounds into a well-resourced outdoor classroom. 

All involved are to be heartily congratulated. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The genuine pride shown by the children in growing and harvesting the variety of fruits and 

vegetables that are then used in the school kitchens was a pleasure to see.  The 

refurbished raised beds, the new chickens, the dipping pond and the proposed plantings in 

the wild garden area, all supporting the clubs activities now and showing the children that 

continued development is needed for future success. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

More signage and labelling of the many facilities, trees and plants sited in the school 

grounds would support continued learning and stimulate further interest from the children. 

 

 

Hunmanby Primary School     Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Hunmanby Primary School is centrally located in the village of Hunmanby, roughly 3 miles 

from the North Sea.  The very spacious grounds include an allotment garden, a wildlife 

pond, a willow dome and various flower beds. The school motto is "Inspire, enjoy and 

achieve".  The judges were warmly welcomed from both staff and pupils. 
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Areas of Achievement 

 

Under the wonderful guidance of Lisa, each year group have participated in various 

projects, Year 1 growing fruit and vegetables, Year 2 studied wildlife within the school 

environment, Year 3 created a Roman garden with mosaic tiling, Year 4 studied the history 

of food and constructed a medieval herb 'book', Year 5 designed and constructed bird 

boxes (which were sold at the summer fair), and Year 6 learned about forest and eco-

systems. The pride and enjoyment the pupils gained from their activities is obvious. 

Around 33 pupils attend the after school Garden club - a fantastic achievement. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Try to encourage more parents to assist with the after school Garden club. 

Good luck with your future plans for autumn tree planting. 

 

 

Hutton Cranswick Playgroup     Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

What a joy it was to see all the tiny children playing in the garden and learning so much at 

the same time. (24 preschool and 20 playgroup). The garden centre with the little shop 

was a big hit and doing brisk business.  The displays showing the work done throughout 

the year were excellent. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The plants all grown from seed were doing well.  The staff were all dedicated and very 

knowledgeable, demonstrating their ability to get the children to learn about gardening at a 

very young age. They painted flower pots for Mother’s Day which they filled with plants.  

They had also grown the plants situated round the garden which looked lovely and was 

well cared for.  Their fund raising efforts were successful and enabled the children to get 

all the extras to make the place so special. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue to encourage the children to love being outdoors and encourage their learning 

about the environment.  Continue to work with Hutton Cranswick in Bloom on events and 

activities around the village getting the youngsters to participate in wider activities 

whenever possible given the necessary health and safety constraints which are inevitable!  

Continue to actively seek more support from parents to help in gardening activities. 

 

 

Molescroft Primary - Tree-mendous Tub Tales, Beverley    Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

What a wonderful welcome from everyone in the school, which has a Green Flag awarded 

to eco-schools. We were privileged to be invited to attend a very special assembly 
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conducted by the inspirational head teacher Mr. Loncaster. The presentation showed all 

year round activities and the excellent team work involved.  We were impressed to hear 

how so many of these activities are incorporated into the whole curriculum. 

 

The Fairtrade project is very good and raised a lot of funds which are well utilised by the 

school. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The main project for the year, The Tree-mendous Tub Tales, has seen all the pupils 

combine literature with gardening. The representatives from each year spoke with 

knowledge and enthusiasm about their chosen book and the planting they had chosen. 

 

The gardening club was very well organised and clearly loved by the children who grew 

many different items in their veg garden. This was all well used, and of a very high 

standard. The wildlife area was also loved and tendered by the children. Both of these are 

overseen by Mrs. Hempill who deserves many accolades for hours worked over and above 

the call of duty. 

 

The knowledge of the children about the cultivation was good.  IT was good to hear about 

the children making their own insect hotels and bird food to fill their feeders. 

The audits and bird counts were good and so important that so much of their activity is 

carefully recorded.  Compost was collected throughout the school and used on the veg 

plot, as was water. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks  

 

Changes are inevitable in any organisation but with the inspirational leadership of the head 

teacher and staff members on board these changes can be worked through and hopefully, 

the outstanding work you are doing at Molescroft will continue. 

Thank you for a truly inspirational morning 

 

 

Moorside Infant School, Ripon        Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

We were given a lovely greeting by enthusiastic and knowledgeable pupils who proudly 

showed us their school. Banners, made by the children, were displayed at the entrance of 

the school telling us that this was Moorside Infants in Bloom and an Eco School. All pupils, 

aged between 3 and 7 years, partake in outdoor learning with the Eco Club and it was very 

evident that all those within the school are committed to In Bloom, Eco and Environmental 

activities, and understand why these things matter.  

 

Care for the environment in the widest sense is at the heart of this In Bloom School from 

recycling and environmental monitoring to the impressive nursery garden raised beds 

planted with flowers, herbs, vegetables with resident chickens to the geometric shapes 

flower bed to the copse and fruit tree area and wildlife area with its pond, trees, willow 

sculptures, seasonal information boards and mosaics. We could see why you achieved 
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Gold for the Green Flag Eco School award. Moorside Infants School is a very happy 

school with delightful children. We thoroughly enjoyed our visit and everyone can be proud 

of their achievements. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The ethos of the school of integrating care for the environment and In Bloom through 

learning activities is to be commended. This together with the dedicated work of the staff, 

parents, governors, others and the children has been very successful. Your emphasis on 

the environment, good sustainable planting, wildlife and how it all fits together within and 

without the curriculum is impressive. Your wildlife areas are carefully and thoughtfully 

managed.  

 

Your children are very knowledgeable. We were delighted by the children’s performance of 

their litter song and indeed there was no litter in your school. We were also impressed by 

your weathermill station and the ‘whatever the weather’ approach. The nursery class 

garden, both colourful, practical and a haven for bees, demonstrates that no matter how 

young all can be involved.  

 

Your seasonal boards in the wildlife area are colourful, informational and a great aid to 

teaching and enjoying that area. Other information boards around the school are also 

excellent. Each classroom echoed and reinforced the ethos and principles of In Bloom. 

Working with the Walled Garden Project, ‘Willow Man’, ‘Captain Rummage’, Ripon in 

Bloom and the grounds maintenance team has been very successful. We can understand 

how you achieved the Green Flag Eco School Gold award at your first entry.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Consider some colourful seasonally planted tubs at the reception entrance to welcome 

visitors, with plants grown, planted and maintained by a class/pupils – a possible project – 

the plants could be sourced from the Walled Garden Project perhaps. Otherwise there is 

very little to add other than very well done, keep up the good work and thank you for 

inviting us to visit. 

 

 

Newington Academy After School Gardening Club, Hull        Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Newington school looks like another school from the front, but wow when you walk around 

the rear of the school and meet the gardening club it clearly is special. As you would 

expect the children were very keen to show off their gardening expertise and Mr. Carter 

who is the driving force behind the current project. There is a vast array of annual, 

sustainable planting and edible produce within the school grounds.  
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Areas of Achievement 

 

It was great to see enthusiastic and knowledgeable children passionate about their 

gardening achievements.  The commitment, knowledge and drive of Steven Carter has to 

be given, the school a real community asset with the chance for many of the children to 

learn skills for life. 

 

It was good to see the vast array of fruit and veg grown for the children to take home or to 

be cooked in the schools canteen.  The judges were impressed with the amount of 

recycled materials used for planters and play interpretation around the grounds. 

The schools eco club that that sort the waste out of the bins and encourage other pupils to 

become better at recycling.  It was good to see the array of environment issues within the 

school that are on the curriculum and not normally shown to the judges.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue with the plans to rebuild the pond in the nature garden which will add and further 

enhance the children’s environmental education.  Consider introducing more floral features 

within the front and rear of the school, including students from other classes and parents.  

Continue to branch out into other community spaces and engage the local community to 

foster ownership in the area. 

 

 

Old Earth School, Elland      Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

It was wonderful to visit Old Earth School and see the remarkable work which is being 

done there. The staff are to be greatly commended for their efforts in bringing the pleasure 

of working with plants from the age of two.  The children are to be commended for their 

tremendous knowledge and enthusiasm, it was a joy to meet them. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The knowledge of the children I had the pleasure of speaking with was outstanding and 

their enthusiasm delightful.  The school and children are taking a remarkable lead on 

environmental issues and working with other groups. It was exciting to hear that all 

children garden from age two. The range and quality of plants the children are growing is 

impressive. 

 

It was good to hear that school governors are involved in encouraging the children. 

It was lovely to see wildlife planting taking place and to hear the children speak with 

understanding about wildlife issues. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue with the wonderful work. Encourage local businesses to sponsor planting and 

tools.  Perhaps it might be possible to invite local schools working in this way to visit for 

inspiration. 
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Oxspring Primary School, Barnsley        Gold Award   

 

Introduction 

 

The garden at Oxspring Primary School has certainly "sprung" into life! The enthusiasm 

and knowledge shown by the children and staff was very impressive, Thomas, Jessica, 

Emma, Senile, Sebastian, James and James and everyone else involved have, and are 

creating a garden the whole school can be proud of. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The planting of the orchard, the compost areas, and the various vegetable beds were all of 

a high standard which in turn were complimented with the installation of the greenhouse. 

The use of willow helped to create a less formal feel to the whole area. Engaging with the 

local community helped to promote what has been achieved so far at the school.  Other 

areas of achievement include the bug hotel, the herb bed, and the use of companion 

planting, the newsletter and involvement in the bio blitz week. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue to work with the local community outside of the school .Continue with plans for 

the wildflower area and the bog garden. Thought should be given to develop the area just 

outside the school gates as this would enhance the front of the school, possibly by the use 

of annual and wildflower seeds to create a mass of colour.  

 

 

Parkside Primary, Goole      Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Parkside Primary School in Goole consists of two buildings housing nursery, infant and 

junior classes. The school has gardens to the front of the building. To the rear is an 

unusually extensive area encompassing playing fields and a large wildflower meadow 

created by the school. Closer to the school are ornamental and productive areas and an 

enclosed quad garden. All areas are looked after by a very enthusiastic and 

knowledgeable gardening club of Year 5 and Year 6 pupils, run by two keen and dedicated 

staff members. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Attractive beds next to the main building provided a welcoming approach to the school and 

it was good to see a mix of perennial plantings along with annuals grown from seed by the 

gardening club and bedding plants obtained with Morrison’s Let’s Grow vouchers.  

 

An inner quad has been tidied up and attractively planted to create a ‘Reading Garden’ 

which is used by the Reading Club, small groups of pupils and sometimes staff at 

lunchtime. This area can also be seen from within the school so provides an attractive 

outlook for those classrooms which look onto it. 
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A ‘salad bar’ adjacent to the school and a productive area with raised beds gave pupils the 

experience of growing, cooking and eating their own fruit and vegetables. During my visit 

some freshly picked and delicious raspberries were being enjoyed! 

 

The wildflower meadow is not only a wonderful resource for the school, but must also be a 

significant contributor to the biodiversity of the area. This is further enhanced by woodland 

edge trees and shrubs and by leaving untended areas along the perimeter fencing to 

create wildlife ‘corridors’ 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Perhaps consideration could be given to extending the gardening club to include some 

younger pupils.  It would be good to see more involvement with and support for gardening 

in the school from the wider school community. Engaging with the RHS Campaign for 

School Gardening Awards Scheme could provide a framework for this. 

The club might like to extend their environmental practices around re-using, recycling and 

reducing (waste). 

 

 

Pudsey Lowtown Primary School              Gold Award      Category Winner 

 

Introduction 

 

A school that is very keen on involving the children in every aspect of school life, and it 

shows in their enthusiasm and knowledge of what is happening in the grounds - crops they 

are growing, the wild life, etc. It certainly seems to be a happy school, with good 

relationships. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Good planning of the seasonal observations and involvement. Great understanding of the 

interaction between nature and cultivated crops. Community volunteer involved with the 

children on day of visit. The site is large, provides exciting facilities, and is well used 

throughout the year. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

It would be good to see links between physical outdoor work and curriculum, especially 

width of curriculum involvement 

 

 

Queens Road Academy, Barnsley         Silver Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The hard work undertaken by the staff, children and parents is starting to bear fruit! The 

allotment is also beginning to develop, the enthusiasm shown by Holly, Hannah, Olivia, 

Bond, Zigmars, Helen, Noah, Louie and Matt on the walk round was plain to see. 

Areas of Achievement 
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The greenhouse made from recycled plastic bottles not only looked good but was well 

stocked with plants and seeds. The arbour for use in moments of reflection and 

remembrance was a worthy addition to the grounds. The well stocked veg and herb beds 

along with the English and French names were a really good educational resource. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Continue with the plans to provide disabled access to the allotment.  Consider growing 

more seasonal bedding that could be put in planters to enhance the school entrance. 

 

 

Ravenscliffe High School Community Gardens, Halifax        Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Ravenscliffe School is an excellent example of how to use all the grounds at the schools 

disposal and use it to its best potential for growing fruit and veg, Faith gardens, nature 

areas and pond. Growing and teaching in glasshouses to outdoor teaching and recycling. 

Teaching the disabled children at the school how to grow crops and how they can be used 

in the school kitchens. Nothing is wasted and the school through recycling projects are 

rewarded for their efforts. The school is well supported by the community and volunteer 

groups as it also supports the area. An excellent effort by everyone but particularly the 

staff at the school and pupils. Well done  

 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Good links with the community and other local schools as well as businesses. 

Growing to eat. Link with school kitchen and head chef very important. Very good example 

of growing and cooking crops within school not only for pupils but also other school user 

groups. Nothing wasted. 

 

Excellent layout of grounds and its usage from faith garden to veg plots, wildlife areas to 

Greenhouses. Teaching areas to composting and recycling. Good use of all resources at 

schools disposal.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Very good use of school and its grounds. Only thing Judges could find or suggest for 

improvements was the renovation of sensory play area with possible new equipment the 

school are aware and it is in line for the future.  Continue with very strong community links.  
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St Joseph's Primary School, Brighouse    Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

It was lovely to meet children who were enjoying growing things so much. They were 

knowledgeable and committed to their various projects. Deciding on a rainbow theme for 

one bed was a nice idea. The projects to renew the raised beds is an exciting idea. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The children's knowledge and enthusiasm were very impressive. It was lovely that they are 

planning their own themes for beds, such as the rainbow theme.  Using the winter for 

research and planning was a good idea. The involvement of the children in activities such 

as rose pruning was impressive. It is good that the school are getting support from parents 

and businesses. It was pleasing to hear about the bulb planting. It is good that the kitchen 

is able to use some of the things grown. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

It might be a good idea to concentrate on ongoing projects rather than any new ones. 

Perhaps it might be a good idea to plan crops for the new raised beds, concentrating on 

reliable, easy to grow crops like different varieties of lettuce and other cut and come again 

salad crops. Radishes are quick and easy and carrots would be suitable to pull young. 

Perennial herbs would also be a good idea and in addition would bring units into the site 

 

 

The Whartons Primary School    Silver Gilt Award 

 

Introduction 

 

The Whartons school is based in extensive grounds offering a range of opportunities from 

gardening to outdoor class rooms. Pupils and visitors are also rewarded by splendid views 

to the countryside around Otley.  The development of a small area of community gardens 

increases the use of the space and develops links with the community. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The use of the site for gardening conservation and the hens, the range gives pupils a wide 

experience of gardening and conservation. The show box for the Yorkshire Show designed 

by a pupil, and planted by the gardening club. The fruit tree area, demonstrates well where 

food comes from. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Consider some simple identification system, for example common names of trees and so 

on. This could be extended to information style boards for say pond wildlife and so on. The 

proposal is not to sign and name everything but to develop some identification of common 

things. 
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Wisewood Primary School Gardening Club      Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

A new and positive development is that of a plant identification system. This started as a 

project to help ensure that the only weeds were removed and not plants that were wanted. 

A simple system of a plan bed by bed allows pupils to check what plants are, and in this 

way start to build a knowledge of plant names. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

Restrictions of the site mean that containers (re-cycled) have to be used which increase 

the work due to watering being needed.  The new tree planting involved pupils and will 

provide them with a lasting memory of the school.  The mud kitchen was popular with 

pupils and the wooden flowers provided a talking point as they are very good. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

It may be that a programme of revving some of the planters needs to be considered, this 

would enable renewal in a way that can be managed physically and financially. 

Continue with the plant identification work, and consider some way of identifying the trees.  

Complete the hen pens. 
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Category 12: Universities, Colleges and Further Education 

Establishments 
 

 

University of Bradford        Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

Bradford University has been developed into a truly remarkable, peaceful, green 

landscape that has a positive impact on the environment and users lives. Both students 

and staff are able to pick the fruits, vegetables and herbs growing throughout the campus, 

as well as enjoy the tranquil wildflower meadows and traditional planted areas that 

abound. The hard work of the dedicated ground staff should be recognised. 

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The positive promotion of environmental consciousness through good examples of a range 

of growing sites from sedum roof, pond area, orchard, woodland and the newly 

constructed raised beds which is shared with visiting local primary schools and regular 

tours for the curious. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

Keep the ethos of this healthy sustainable environmental space and not be seduced by the 

bright flowers of short term plants. Containers offer a lot of scope for imaginative planting.  

 

 

University of Hull      Gold Award 

 

Introduction 

 

We were very impressed by the quality of maintenance throughout the Hull University 

campus and the dedication of the staff and maintenance team. It was great to see the can 

do attitude of the team to take on the challenges as the campus in further developed. 

 

The quality of the maintenance work which was put in to the landscaped features which we 

visited was great and it was good to hear of the student feedback of what had been 

achieved. 

 

Even the torrential rain did not spoil our visit and range and quality of plants on display 

was a credit to the maintenance team. The panoramic views from the library building 

demonstrated the size and diversity of the campus and challenges which the maintenance 

team had with the sheer volume and range of work.  We had a great visit and the quality of 

the maintenance was superb.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The grounds of the University campus contained a wide range of planting both seasonal 

and permanent.  The naturalised woodland provide diversity for wildlife and a quite area 
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for student revision and contemplation.  It was good to hear that feedback from students 

using Facebook and twitter was positive and appreciated.  Great variety and styles of 

planting around the different blocks within the campus.  

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

There will be further maintenance challenges as the campus grows and new building are 

developed. This will offer opportunities for future wild flower areas and reduced mowing 

regimes.  Continue to re new and replace old mature planting areas as the refurbishment 

of the campus continues with low maintenance styles.  

 

 

York St John University     Gold Award    Category Winner 

 

Introduction 

 

Entering the quiet and tranquil campus one would not believe you are situated next to the 

heart of a busy thriving city. New award winning architectural buildings sit about an old 

historic complex, dating from 1843, with enchanting lawned vistas, complementary mixed 

flower beds of both traditional and contemporary. Now predominantly they are 

pedestrainised, the grounds are evolving with planting schemes sympathetic to its 

surroundings as the universities continues with site investment.  

 

Areas of Achievement 

 

The holistic overview approach taken of the whole university and 100 acres of site, 

including use of local and sustainable building materials, and engagement of ecologists to 

assist in biodiversity and management of campus and grounds maintenance regime. 

Student Union achieving status 'Very Good' with the BREEAM methodology and promoting 

this sustainability practice.  

 

The complementary and appropriate plant choice to reflect the areas and buildings to 

which they are next to. Many ‘rooms’ within the grounds offering excellent places for 

students to sit, relax and study: like the Peace Garden to sit, relax and for contemplation. 

As can be seen in many areas within the grounds the quad is maintained to an 

exceptionally high standard, which complements and retains its historic atmosphere. 

Future planning in many areas such as, 30 year tree planting and replenishment, 

horticultural practices and overview of site development like the new canteen extension 

and garden project. 

 

Further Development – Constructive/Helpful Remarks 

 

The dissemination of information and public awareness of the sustainability and 

biodiversity practices that already exist and exhibited within the university would only help 

to enhance the entry. The grounds management team are aware of the future plans for 

building and site development and are looking ahead with designs in place. Although this 

has potential for major disruption the judge is sure that these will be done with the same 

amount of thought and concept as is seen in the developments so far achieved. More 
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interpretation points or information about and around the grounds may enhance the 

student’s university experience. 


